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Abstract  

 
Background: Users are an important but underestimated driver of innovation and 

entrepreneurship. Therefore, they have a positive impact on the competitive position of 

companies, the development of industries and the wealth of societies as a whole. Our study 

focuses on the occurrence and development of user entrepreneurship in the esports industry, 

which is a modern and fast-growing industry that is also characterized by its over-energetic, 

over-enthusiastic and over-dynamic users. One compelling case of user entrepreneurship can 

be observed in the game series “Super Smash Bros.” where users have developed an esports 

scene out of the game without the active involvement of its publisher Nintendo. 

Research Purpose: The development of an in-depth understanding of how user 

entrepreneurship evolves and works in the esports industry. 

Research Problem: Both, user entrepreneurship and the esports industry, are relatively new 

research areas that have not yet been sufficiently investigated. As user entrepreneurship is 

assumed to be more likely in industries that are characterized by uncertainty, ambiguity and 

evolving demands, and in which the product or service provides enjoyment, we deem the 

esports industry to provide facilitating conditions for its emergence. Therefore, a deeper 

understanding of genesis and mechanics has the potential to apply those learnings within the 

industry and to other industries which may benefit from user entrepreneurship as well. 

Research Question: How do users and the environment in the esports industry enable the 

occurrence and flourishing of user entrepreneurship? 

Method: Ontology – Relativism; Epistemology – Social Constructionism; Methodology – 

Exploratory Single Embedded Case Study; Data Collection – 12 Semi-structured Interviews 

supported by Online Forum Narratives; Sampling – Purposeful selection of the first 

Interviewees followed by Snowball Sampling; Data Analysis – Content Analysis (creation of a 

tree-diagram based on quotes, sub-categories, generic categories and main categories) 

Conclusion: We developed a model that represents the most important factors for user 

entrepreneurship apparent in the esports industry and describes how they enable its occurrence 

and flourishing. Thereby we contribute to an understanding of the interdependence between 

user- and environmental-specific enabling factors for user entrepreneurship. Our results suggest 

that the presence of a supportive environment fosters the user entrepreneur’s motivation, 

knowledge and skills. 

Practical Implications: Emerging from our findings, implications for producer firms, 

individual user entrepreneurs and user entrepreneurship communities were developed on how 

to purposely foster user entrepreneurship and benefit from its occurrence. 
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1. Introduction  

The following chapter introduces the context of this thesis by introducing the phenomenon 

of user entrepreneurship. Furthermore, a presentation of the research environment, the 

esports industry, is provided. The chapter concludes with the definition of the research 

purpose and the derived research question. 

1.1. Background Information and Problem Description 

Several empirical studies have highlighted that the occurrence of user innovation has 

positive impacts on the competitive position of individual producer firms, on the 

development of industries as well as on the wealth of societies as a whole (de Jong, 2016; 

Schweisfurth, 2017; Shah, 2003; von Hippel, 2016; von Hippel, de Jong & Flowers, 

2012). Therefore, this phenomenon has increasingly gotten attention from research and 

practice during the last decade (Bradonjic, Franke & Lüthje, 2019). One particular form 

of user innovation, in which users do not only create innovations but also implement them 

on the market, is user entrepreneurship. The need for further research on this vital yet 

underestimated component of the innovation ecosystem has been stressed by several 

researchers (Shah & Tripsas, 2012; Shepherd, Williams & Patzelt, 2015). Shah and 

Tripsas (2007, p. 124) thereby define the concept of user entrepreneurship as: “the 

commercialization of a new product and/or service by an individual or group of 

individuals who are also innovative users of that product and/or service”. One crucial 

factor in user entrepreneurship is the tendency of users to participate in collective-creative 

activities in the social context provided by user communities to which they belong. These 

communities are characterized by their users’ voluntary participation, the free flow of 

information and knowledge, and their low hierarchical and control structures (Shah, 

2003). In these communities, the collective creativity of users with various backgrounds 

and access to different resources, has shown to lead to a higher degree of novelty in the 

innovation process (Hargadon & Bechky, 2006). Furthermore, Shah and Tripsas (2007) 

argue that in industries where the use of the product or service is enjoyable, users tend to 

be more entrepreneurial because they are naturally motivated to spend time on activities 

in which users are genuinely interested.  
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One modern and fast-growing industry that is categorized as a fully digital, global and 

agile environment, driven by people with an affinity for technology is the esports industry 

(Scholz, 2019). Unlike many other industries, user involvement is a driving force in 

esports as users are defined as over-energetic, over-enthusiastic, and over-dynamic 

(Scholz & Stein, 2017). As the esports industry is still a nascent field of academic 

research, the value and need of further research about this industry in general, as well as 

specific case studies around ecosystems of individual games, have been stressed by 

several researchers (Reitman, Anderson-Coto, Wu, Lee & Steinkuehler, 2020; Vera & 

Terrón, 2019). Numerous existing success stories of gamers that became entrepreneurs, 

such as streamers, tournament organizers or inventors of gaming related products, exist 

(Scholz, 2019). They reveal that esports community members often regard themselves as 

the members of a new generation, that has the freedom to follow their passion in 

connecting games to their individual life and are willing to take risks to achieve it. 

Additionally, they hold a strong belief that business opportunities are abundant in the 

gaming community (Xue, Newman & Du, 2019). An abundant need exists to understand 

the processes that underlie value co-creation in esports communities (Seo, 2013) and how 

esports empowers and motivates users to innovate forms of value for themselves, gaming 

companies, and society as a whole (Seo, Buchanan-Oliver & Fam, 2015). Many esports 

competitions and communities are thereby grassroots, meaning they are not built by 

sponsors with substantial marketing budgets, but by their core audience with a deep, 

vested interest at the heart of social play (Rogers, 2019; Taylor, 2012). The socio-

emotional connection within players and the community is a critical element in creating 

engagement for the users (Granic, Lobel & Engels, 2014). Previous studies already 

highlighted the importance of grassroot communities for local esports, and when esports 

expand and grow globally, it also allows the local grassroots level to develop and flourish 

concurrently (McCauley, Tierney, & Tokbaeva, 2020).  

 

One interesting case, in which the grassroots community was driving the creation of the 

esports title, can be observed in the game series Super Smash Bros. (hereinafter simply 

referred to as "Smash", as it is called by its community), in which users developed an 

esports title and community out of the original game without the active involvement and 

support of the game’s developer Nintendo (Budding, 2019). Exploring the community-

driven user entrepreneurship of the Smash ecosystem and the individual experiences and 
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stories of the community members facilitate learning and understanding about this 

complex phenomenon. The relevance of Smash for the esports industry can be observed 

in its most recent installment with Smash Ultimate being the best-selling fighting game 

of all time (Khan, 2020).  

1.2 Research Purpose and Question 

Our research aims to develop an in-depth understanding of how the phenomenon of user 

entrepreneurship occurs in the selected case of Smash through the efforts of dedicated 

and passionate individuals and communities. We deem the in-depth knowledge and 

understanding created within this specific case as instrumental for the general description 

and understanding of user entrepreneurship in the esports industry. Thereby we contribute 

to the knowledge development in user entrepreneurship and esports theory. Furthermore, 

we use the insights created within this bounded case to develop a model that describes 

how selected user-specific attributes and environment-specific characteristics perform as 

enablers for the occurrence and flourishing of user entrepreneurship in the esports 

industry. To make these study efforts tangible, we have hence formulated the following 

research question:  

 

How do users and the environment in the esports industry enable the occurrence and 

flourishing of user entrepreneurship? 

 

In the pursuit to answer this question, we are conducting an exploratory single case study 

of the video game series Smash, which was originally released as a video game but later 

developed into an esports title due to the efforts of an active and passionate user 

community members all around the world (Budding, 2019). In this case study, we 

emphasize the user as an essential driving force for entrepreneurial initiatives and 

examine the whole process of the user entrepreneurship journey, from the initial idea of 

joining or starting a community to professionalize their initiatives. We study the specific 

attributes of those users as well as the characteristics of their environment, which enable 

user entrepreneurship initiatives to occur and flourish. By choosing an exploratory single 

case study, we aim to enrich existing knowledge through the bounded phenomenon of 

user entrepreneurship in the Smash scene and develop fruitful insights that can be used to 
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foster user entrepreneurship within the esports industry, as well as have the potential to 

be adapted to other industries.  
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2. Literature Review 

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the theoretical background of the phenomenon 

user entrepreneurship as well as the esports industry environment in which we are 

investigating the phenomenon. Further, an embedment of community characteristics in 

general as well as communities in esports is given. We conclude this chapter by 

connecting the phenomenon of user entrepreneurship with the environment of the esports 

industry. In the course of this, existing theories and relevant literature are discussed to 

build the basis for the empirical research conducted in this thesis. 

For our frame of reference, we are focusing on five core topics as the structure of our 

thesis and literature review. First, we analyze the phenomenon of user innovation and 

user entrepreneurship, which represents our theory and is discussed by several researchers 

in high-quality journals (Bradonjic et al., 2019). Secondly, we describe characteristics 

about communities in general, as they represent an important part of user entrepreneurship 

and therefore are valuable for understanding the phenomenon. Furthermore, our industrial 

environment is the esports industry, a modern and fast-growing industry characterized by 

its “over-energetic, over-enthusiastic and over-dynamic” users (Scholz & Stein, 2017, 

p.55). Research about esports has developed from non-existent into a field that 

increasingly got more academic attention in recent years (Reitman et al., 2020). In the 

following, a chapter about esports grassroot community is provided, as those are 

important stakeholders within esports and have been a primary driving force for its 

grassroot developments (Scholz 2019; Taylor, 2012). Finally, we combine user 

entrepreneurship, as the phenomenon investigated in this thesis, with the applied research 

environment of the esports industry to highlight their compatibility.  

 

As the esports industry is diverse and complex, and every title has its unique 

characteristics, we decided to focus on one specific game, which is the Smash series. 

Notably, there is almost no academically valuable research existing about Smash. 

Consequently, we are aware that we are relying mainly on non-academic sources such as 

books, newspaper articles and websites, as well as on our primary research data for this 

focus point. Therefore, we decided not to include the frame of reference regarding our 
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case in the literature review, but rather to introduce this information in the research 

context in the methods chapter. 

2.1 User Entrepreneurship 

Classical entrepreneurial research states that through the existence of inefficiencies in the 

allocation of resources and knowledge in economies and societies, opportunities for 

innovation exist. Through the discovery of those inefficiencies and recognition of related 

opportunities and their exploitation in the form of novel products or services, individuals 

or firms engage in entrepreneurial activities (Baron, 2006; Davidsson, 2004; Kirzner, 

1997).  However, through unique characteristics, experiences and insights, some 

individuals are in unique positions to discover specific opportunities (Shane & 

Venkataraman, 2000). 

 

Traditionally, innovation was often seen as the sole domain of producer companies, who 

invest in product and service development in their R&D departments to sell their 

innovation to others (von Hippel, 2016). Over the last three decades, however, 

comprehensive theoretical and empirical research has developed the understanding that 

the users of those products and services pursue innovation activities create many new and 

commercially valuable products and services. Those studies have provided evidence for 

the importance of user innovations (de Jong, 2016) and their value (von Hippel, 2016). 

User innovations have proven to be of concern for the competitiveness of producer firms 

(Schweisfurth, 2017), for the development of industries (Shah, 2003) and the wealth of 

societies as a whole (von Hippel et al., 2012). Despite the empirical proof for the value 

of user innovation its importance still seems to be significantly underestimated by 

decision-makers like managers and policymakers (Bradonjic et al., 2019), even though 

user innovators often allow and even encourage companies to incorporate their innovation 

for free and therefore achieve solely non-monetary benefits from their personal use (von 

Hippel, 1988).  

 

Innovative users that believe in the value of their idea and want to share it can either 

achieve the realization of their idea through providing it to the company to use or by 

commercializing and sharing their innovation themselves and hence acting as user 

entrepreneurs. Shah and Tripsas (2007, p. 124) define user entrepreneurship as: “the 
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commercialization of a new product and/or service by an individual or group of 

individuals who are also innovative users of that product and/or service” and therefore 

distinguish it from user innovation through the process of commercializing and sharing 

the innovation with others. While prior research claimed that users rarely commercialize 

their ideas and only use it for themselves or provide it to companies to use in the form of 

user innovation, Shah and Tripsas (2007) argue that user entrepreneurship happens 

frequently and is an underestimated but important source of innovation and economic 

growth.  

 

To distinct the process of user entrepreneurship from classical entrepreneurship, Shah and 

Tripsas (2007) created a model of the end-user entrepreneurial process (Figure 1) that 

illustrates its particularities. According to this model, users encounter an unmet need in 

their own experience. After not being able to find a suitable solution, they develop a 

solution for their personal use with a product or service. Having established this 

innovation, the users expose it to others by using it. Positive feedback from others then 

often leads to the user recognizing that this solution might be valuable to others and could 

be a commercial opportunity. 

 

Figure 1: Model of the End-User Entrepreneurial Process 

Retrieved from: Shah, S., & Tripsas, M. (2007). The accidental entrepreneur: the 

emergent and collective process of user entrepreneurship. Strategic Entrepreneurship 

Journal, 1(1–2), 123–140. 

 

In Shah and Tripsas’ (2007) paper “The accidental entrepreneur: the emergent and 

collective process of user entrepreneurship”, we identified four crucial attributes of 

users and characteristics of their environment that seem to have a significant impact on 
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the occurrence and flourishing of user entrepreneurship. Therefore, those four factors 

will be introduced, further discussed and connected to other studies in the following.  

 

(1) Unique and inimitable knowledge through a system-of-use perspective: Users of 

products and services act as a source for innovation and entrepreneurship through their 

unique, inimitable knowledge and insights stemming from their system-of-use 

perspective. Users create, evaluate, share and sometimes also commercialize their ideas. 

Thereby, they instead act as ‘accidental’ entrepreneurs that encounter a problem or need 

in their personal experience with the product. After not finding a suitable available 

solution to it, they come up with an idea of how to solve it themselves and share it with 

others afterward (Shah & Tripsas, 2007). The development of their idea and further 

experimentation and adaptation often occur before they formally evaluate it in terms of a 

commercial application and venture creation. They are distinct from other entrepreneurs 

through their personal experience and engagement with a product or service, as well as 

their benefits derived from its use additional to purely financial benefits (Oo, Allison, 

Sahaym & Juasrikul, 2019; Shah & Tripsas, 2007).  

 

(2) Non-monetary motivation: While professional entrepreneurs usually need to aim, to 

at least some extent, to achieve financial benefits with their innovation to attract 

investment in their venture, user entrepreneurs often prioritize the benefits they derive 

from the personal use of their innovation as well as the excitement and enjoyment they 

experience during the innovation process (Stock, Oliveira & von Hippel, 2015). Research 

suggests that all entrepreneurs, to some extent, are motivated by non-monetary benefits 

like satisfaction derived from self-employment, autonomy and control over their 

decisions or from engagement in a particular industry or lifestyle they strive towards. 

Entrepreneurs achieve a great passion for what they are doing by finding a meaningful 

and salient self-identity (Cardon, Wincent, Singh, & Drnovsek, 2009; Shah & Tripsas, 

2007).  

 

(3) Industry characteristics: Building upon the non-monetary motivation factors, Shah 

and Tripsas (2007) argue that users, therefore, are more likely to act entrepreneurially in 

industries where the use of the product or service provides enjoyment as they are 

intrinsically motivated to spend time working on activities, they are personally interested 
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in. They also argue that user entrepreneurship is more likely in industries where the 

participants have low opportunity costs and where the market is still nascent and hence 

characterized by uncertainty, ambiguity and evolving demand. 

 

(4) Collective creative activities of user communities: In the process of user 

entrepreneurship, users tend to engage in joint cooperative creative activities in the social 

context provided by user communities. Those communities are characterized by their 

users’ voluntary participation, the free flow of information and knowledge, and their low 

hierarchy and control structures (Shah, 2003). Through a social structure based on 

community and a reliable identification with those groups, users are motivated to 

cooperate and share ideas and resources in these networks (Hertel, Niedner, & Herrmann, 

2003). Access to those communities is a unique resource for the user entrepreneur built 

on mutual trust and is impossible to achieve by an outsider of the community. The 

feedback gathered from other users, often made user-innovators realize that their idea 

developed for personal use might be useful and valuable to others as well. The sharing of 

ideas without the primary intention of achieving financial benefits through it, has shown 

the potential to lead to the creation of subsequent improvements and word of mouth 

marketing in the user communities to finally culminate in a commercially viable output 

(Hargadon & Bechky, 2006; Shah & Tripsas, 2007). 

  

2.2 Community Characteristics 

A starting point for gaining deeper insights into the mechanics of user entrepreneurship 

is to first develop a general understanding of communities. Communities consist of 

members connected based on a shared identity, common language, established roles and 

long-term membership status. They develop shared intellectual moral and social values, 

and set social boundaries (Moore, 2001). Communities are inherently prosperous of 

conflicts due to human differences, as human diversity is the essence of communities. 

Although conflicts may be perceived negatively, the power of communities lies in mutual 

support and in the relationships that arise through struggle and the pursuit of opportunity 

(Lyons, Alter, Audretsch & Augustine, 2012). Moore (2001, p. 71) explains, “that we 

need others to find ourselves. It is through community – the meaningful interaction with 

others who we know – that we make sense of our own lives”. 
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For community development, it is necessary to recognize the difference between 

development in the community and development of the community. While development 

in the community consists of activities such as job creation, development of the 

community is focused on building and strengthening the structure of the community 

domain “by creating connections between special interest fields and enhancing problem-

solving capacities” (Bridger & Alter, 2008, p. 108). Building and strengthening local 

communities is essential for the establishment and maintenance of dynamic, vital, 

economic, political and social relations in communities and is central to community 

development. Some communities are inherently beneficial for society and have elements 

that can attract investment (Lyons et al., 2012). 

 

Community development is a form of social change and consists of transformations 

generated by leaders who serve as learning agents where they reject traditional activities 

(Brown, 1986; McCann, 1983). Community-based non-profit leaders are often faced with 

the problem of satisfying a market while simultaneously fulfilling a charitable mission. 

This can lead to competition for resources by non-profit organizations operating in the 

same market and performing similar tasks. The leader can, therefore, lose sight of the 

organization’s mission and get involved in fundraising instead. In striving for a 

competitive advantage, community entrepreneurs can help non-profit leaders expand their 

reservoir of opportunities through organizational collaboration (Selsky & Smith, 1994). 

 

Selsky and Smith (1994) discuss the distinct requirements necessary to be a leader in 

communities of social change and describe entrepreneurship in the community as the 

category of leadership suitable for social change situations and discuss the implications 

for leadership practice in such circumstances. The authors claim, “Community-based 

social change settings are highly dynamic and complex. They are characterized by diverse 

interests, temporary and fluid alliances, and fast-paced and equivocal events that 

confound traditional concepts” (Selsky & Smith, 1994, p. 277). Community 

entrepreneurship is the kind of entrepreneurship needed to understand how to practice 

social change and develop the collective skills of organizations that have the potential to 

work together on community issues. Both intra-organizational and inter-organizational 

leadership are essential to foster community development (Lyons et al., 2012). 
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2.3 The esports Industry 

As esports is a relatively new and not yet thoroughly investigated industry, multiple 

different definitions are existing (Reitman et al., 2020). One suitable way to define esports 

is as “a form of sports where the primary aspects of the sports are facilitated by electronic 

systems; the input of players and teams as well as the output of the esports system are 

mediated by human computer interfaces.” (Hamari & Sjöblom, 2017, p. 213). 

Furthermore, due to its novel nature, different notations have been used by researchers in 

recently published articles on esports. While Hamari & Sjöblom (2017), Hallmann & Giel 

(2018), and Scholz (2019) use “eSports”; Taylor (2012) uses “e-sports”; and Scholz & 

Stein (2017), Vera & Terrón (2019) and Xue et al. (2019) use “esports”, so several options 

were given. Since Reitman et al. (2020), as a literature review, as well as several more 

recent publications use the notation “esports”, we decided to follow the same notation for 

this thesis.  

 

In recent years, esports had received considerable attention when the Olympic Council of 

Asia decided to include esports in the official program for the Asian Games in China in 

2022. The Asian Games are “the biggest multisport games after the Olympic Games.” 

(Hallmann & Giel, 2018, p. 14). The Olympic Committee, however, named the lack of 

organizational structures as an obstacle to the acceptance of esports as a sport by the 

Olympics (Hallmann & Giel, 2018). So far, esports has struggled to form a unified source 

of governance, with game publishers themselves taking a governance position within their 

respective games (Koot, 2019). This makes the game publishers one of the crucial 

stakeholders in esports due to the intellectual property rights of these companies in the 

form of games. Different games represent different esports, and these games succeed 

based on audience adoption and engagement (Scholz, 2019). 

 

The development of esports in recent years is a new indication of social trends that 

emerged in post-industrial societies, where consumers have been increasingly working to 

sustain their leisure consumption. As a result, some forms of leisure activities that 

emerged have achieved lasting benefits, such as a sense of self-realization and identity 

development (Seo, 2016). The most formative years for the growth of esports have been 

the years 2009 to 2013, as before that value creation for users were significantly lacking 

and the financial crisis made it abundant that esports was too dependent on outside money 
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(Scholz, 2019). This period has shown that building an audience can be an approach to 

foster the organic growth of esports by making games accessible, vivid and entertaining. 

In the midst of these turbulent and challenging times, three events mark a new era of 

esports and its substantial development: the release of League of Legends in 2009, the 

release of Starcraft II in 2010, and the founding of Twitch in 2011 (Vera & Terrón, 2019). 

All three events helped to shake off the lethargy of previous years and created a dynamic 

that many esports organizations were able to transform into a sustainable business model. 

These events allowed esports to transform itself into a business that could focus on stable 

sources of income, steady and less risky growth, and subsequently sustainable business 

models (Scholz, 2019; Vera & Terrón, 2019). 

 

Within the past ten years, esports have developed from a niche industry into a respectable 

player in the media sector. The industry’s significance continues to increase, with a global 

audience of 646 million predicted by 2023 (NewZoo, 2020). Since the esports industry is 

categorized as completely digital, global and agile, esports organizations seem to be the 

typical organization popular in modern management literature. They can reconcile the 

challenges of digitalization, globalization, and agility (Scholz, 2019). At ESL One 

Cologne 2015, a global tournament for the video game “Counter-Strike”, the live stream 

peaked at over 1.3 million spectators (Scholz & Stein, 2017), which reflects the online 

nature of the esports consumer (Ji & Hanna, 2020). But the experience of esports is not 

limited to the online world (McCauley et al., 2020). In addition to the spectators following 

the live stream, 14.000 spectators attended the three-day event at the arena (Hallmann & 

Giel, 2018). This means that esports is a phenomenon that is both recreational and 

sporting in nature, as well as traversing the online and offline communities. Esports has 

rapidly grown in popularity among youth and different cultures around the world, 

accumulating cult-like followings around player celebrities (Seo, 2016). 

 

The attractiveness of the esports industry has recently been recognized by large 

corporations, such as Mercedes-Benz, who stated, “As a global brand, we want to open 

ourselves up to new target groups. Esports gets us into a dialogue with young people, 

especially those with an affinity to technology” (Seeger, 2018). However, the 

development of esports is not yet over, as structures are growing and evolving; new 

companies are entering the market and both entry and exit barriers are low (Scholz, 2019). 
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2.4 Esports Grassroot Community 

The esports community is an essential stakeholder within esports as it has been a primary 

driving force for its grassroots development (Scholz, 2019; Taylor, 2012), meaning they 

are not built by sponsors with substantial marketing budgets, but by their core audience 

with a deep, vested interest at the heart of social play (Rogers, 2019; Taylor, 2012). 

Communities in gaming have received considerable attention in recent years (Fox & 

Tang, 2014), but as spectating and participation in esports is a complex and multifaceted 

phenomenon where the motivation to consume goes beyond that of traditional sport 

(Hamari & Sjöblom, 2017) the relation to user entrepreneurship needs to be determined.  

 

Ho and Huang (2009) focused their research on virtual communities, especially in online 

games. When playing video games, players occasionally get stuck in tasks that require 

some special techniques or tricks to overcome barriers. Gamers not only seek information 

from their network via the internet but also share and discuss their experiences with others 

in virtual communities. Leaders in such online communities, as well as offline 

communities, are individuals who lead and manage these virtual communities by 

providing up-to-date content, organizing regular events, fostering interaction among 

members and recruiting new members (Rothaermel & Sugiyama, 2001; Zhang, Wang, 

Chen & Guo, 2019). The offline world for esports communities is precious for building a 

bond within the community. While people often play together online, the actual planning 

and collaboration occur in both online and offline settings (McCauley et al., 2020).  

 

Xue et al. (2019) state that knowledge creation and sharing in esports communities refers 

to participation in a voluntary and collective process aimed at creating and expanding 

understanding or knowledge about games, tournaments and players. Many community 

members voluntarily dedicate time and resources to organize and review different parts 

of the game, such as rules, regulations and anecdotes. This practice conveys an ethical 

sense and a tradition of responsibility and reciprocity in building a shared membership 

based on player involvement and identification with specific games in esports. This 

esports community encourages grassroots entrepreneurship for players who want to 

integrate their passion for gaming into commercial activities. Various players have 

become entrepreneurs, ranging from organizing amateur tournaments and events, to 
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building and sponsoring a competitive esports team, to developing esports social media 

platforms and statistical tools. 

 

One community that can be considered as a classic grassroots community is the Smash 

community. In the recently published book "The book of Melee - The story of gaming's 

greatest grassroot community", the need for an active community in esports is 

demonstrated. For example, in the early days, the organizer of the very first Smash 

tournament wrote in a post-tournament thread on a forum ,“Very few people try and break 

the friend barrier and find outside competition. I urge people out there: Host tournaments, 

go out and meet other people. This will build a community.” (Budding, 2019, p. 9). 

 

2.5 Connection between User Entrepreneurship and esports 

Accompanying esports’ explosion in popularity, the amount of academic research 

focused on organized, competitive gaming has grown rapidly. From 2002, esports 

research has developed from almost non-existent into a field of study spread mainly 

across seven academic disciplines. The current research landscape ranges from fields such 

as business, sports science, cognitive science, informatics, media studies to law and 

sociology (Reitman et al., 2020). Even though the phenomenon of competitive computer 

gaming became a fundamental element of today’s digital youth culture, minimal effort 

has been made to study esports in particular for its potentials to positively influence 

research developments in other areas (Wagner, 2006; Ji & Hanna, 2020). 

 

Given its potential, managers and marketers should consider how they perceive esports. 

For example, it represents gamification in its purest form and can reproduce unforgettable 

experiences thanks to its unique environment (Hallmann & Giel, 2018). In general, 

esports takes user participation to next level, as competitions would not exist if no one 

tried to improve their game as much as possible, rather than just playing (Vera & Terrón, 

2019). Another characteristic is that game developers do not merely sell products to the 

esports community, they also provide emotional engagement with the phenomenon. They 

create a bond between fans, players and organizations, intending to create a brand that, if 

properly nurtured, is strong enough to last a lifetime (Li, 2016). This retention can be 

achieved through extremely active users who are committed and satisfied by their gaming 
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experience as individuals and as part of a composite social network (Vera & Terrón, 

2019). Professional gamers are engaged in producing their social realities and social 

identities by sharing in-game experience, creating emotional and social support for 

various offline competitive tournaments and teams, and translating their passion into 

tangible consumption practices in and through the platform of social media and streaming 

services. Therefore, they are creating a strong bond to their audience both on- and offline 

(Xue et al., 2019).  

 

Companies involved in esports strive for excellence in innovation while simultaneously 

keep an entrepreneurial spirit. Unlike in most other industries, user involvement is a 

driving force in esports as users are defined as “over-energetic, over-enthusiastic and 

over-dynamic” (Scholz & Stein, 2017, p.55). As esports athletes make a conscious 

decision to work in this industry, they actively foster its growth. The whole industry is 

built around this kind of people. Beneficiaries are companies like Twitch or Turtle 

Entertainment that adapt to this spirit to grow and improve (Scholz & Stein, 2017). Shah 

and Tripsas (2007) have stressed that the phenomenon appears through voluntary 

participation and the relatively free flow of information in their published paper about 

user entrepreneurship. Forms of communication include informal one-to-one exchanges 

and semi-formal media. 

 

Nevertheless, the given model implicitly focuses on physical goods. Since the article was 

published in 2007, user entrepreneurship in digital products has not been as popular back 

then. However, digital assets are a large and rapidly growing portion of the economy and 

an area in which the contributions of users and their communities are substantial and well 

known. Therefore, further investigations into user entrepreneurship applied to digital 

products can enrich the understanding of this phenomenon. In their paper on how user 

innovation becomes a commercial product, Baldwin, Hienerth and von Hippel (2006) 

state that new case studies focusing on different industries would help to further enrich 

the understanding of how users innovate. 

 

For the given arguments, there is evidence that user entrepreneurship has already taken 

place within the esports industry, which is born digital and highly dependent on 

enthusiastic users. These users are highly active in community interactions and have a 
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high affinity towards technology (Hamari & Sjöblom, 2017; Scholz, 2019; Vera & 

Terrón, 2019). Nevertheless, there is a lack of research about user entrepreneurship in 

digital products and not enough research approaches have been constructed to investigate 

user entrepreneurship in the esports industry. Although there have been approaches to the 

esports ecosystem, mainly by consulting firms and the professional field. These have 

focused on the value chain’s visible elements, such as income streams, and they are in 

certain depth regarding the actors and activities included (Vera & Terrón, 2019). The 

intense and complex relationships between a variety of different actors in the esports 

ecosystem is a major contributing factor to innovations in esports. The momentum of 

esports is no longer a mechanical practice of coping with dynamics, but dynamic and 

created by the esportlers themselves. Their entrepreneurial innovativeness is their 

dynamic commitment to the future fate of the esports company. It harnesses the potential 

of its employees in order to gain a competitive advantage in any potential field. (Scholz 

& Stein, 2017). 

 

Consequently, the ultra-dexterous organization enables esportlers to unfold their 

entrepreneurial innovativeness to the fullest, which likewise causes them to commit 

(Scholz & Stein, 2017). Vera and Terrón (2019) however state that not every video game 

played as an esports requires the same relationship between its actors and that case studies 

on individual game ecosystems could deliver interesting insights and learnings into this 

field. They also stress the importance of the user and their present and future possibilities 

as a core driver of the esports industry.  
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3. Method and Empirical Context 

The chapter opens with a discourse about the research context and case selection. 

These are followed by the adopted research philosophy and the derived research 

approach. Thereafter the methods for data collection, sampling strategy, interview 

design and online data collection design are presented. Subsequently, decisions 

regarding data analysis are presented. To conclude this chapter, the underlying 

standards of research ethics are discussed. 

In choosing a specific title for research, we became aware of the developments around 

the Smash series, which has been driven by its engaged and loyal user community to 

become an esports without any support but rather some resistance from its developer 

Nintendo. Furthermore, Smash is so far underrepresented in research and the movement 

of user-driven innovation and entrepreneurship in its ecosystem has not yet been studied. 

Therefore, we deem an exploratory case study on the esports title Smash as an exciting 

and valuable opportunity to generate advanced learning about user-driven innovation and 

entrepreneurship in the esports industry.  

3.1. Research Context and Case Selection 

3.1.1. Research Context – Smash 

Smash is a video game series published by Nintendo in the genre of crossover fighting 

games. The original version of the game was released in 1999 on the Nintendo 64 console 

(N64) and surpassed all expectations, becoming one of the best-selling titles on the N64. 

Its creator, Masahiro Sakurai, had the vision to create a less complicated fighting game 

that was friendly for newcomers. It featured a variety of characters, arenas and songs from 

other Nintendo titles to provide a warm and nostalgic environment. While Nintendo 

initially was allowing Sakurai to use their content, they were not heavily supporting and 

prioritizing its development. This changed with the immediate success of the title and 

Nintendo pushed Sakurai to develop a successor for their next console the Nintendo 

GameCube, which launched in 2001 as Smash Melee. Nintendo promoted the new 

version heavily and even hosted a tournament for players before the release. Today seven 

million copies have been sold, making Smash Melee the best-selling game for the 

Nintendo GameCube (Gallagher, 2019; Garst, 2019). 
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While Nintendo and Smash developer Sakurai intended the game to be a family-friendly 

party game for the casual use, many fans saw the potential for something more, for a 

competitive scene. Smash’s competitive community was started simultaneously in many 

places internationally by people that wanted to prove themselves, compete and improve 

in the game. Its origins lay in the grassroots scene and amateur tournaments were held 

through patchwork in various available locations such as dormitories, game stores or 

restaurant basements. With its success more and more tournaments started to be organized 

by users, forming a loyal community from the unpaid competitions and fans of the series. 

With the increasing popularity of the game, Major League Gaming, an established esports 

organizer, added the title in 2004 to its selection, solidifying its spot in the emerging 

esports scene and contributing positively to its professionalization and reach. With its 

formula of being both an easy to learn and entertaining game for everyone and a hard to 

master game that created a competitive community and tournaments, the scene attracted 

a large number and variety of players. Gamers often cite Melee as one of the major titles 

that helped esports overall and the fighting game community to grow to its current state 

(Budding, 2019; Gallagher, 2019).  

 

In the following decade, Nintendo developed further titles of the series for their following 

consoles, like Smash Brawl for the Wii in 2008 and Smash 4 for the Nintendo 3DS and 

Wii U in 2014. While those titles were a success for Nintendo, the esports community of 

Smash was overall disappointed by the developments of Nintendo as the game was made 

slower, more random and in general easier for beginners and non-professionals. In most 

other games, the gamers and audience usually switch to the newest installment of a series; 

the Smash community, however, became divided. While many happily started playing 

the latest version, a big part of the competitive community deemed these new games not 

worthy for esports competitions and decided to stick to the Melee version, for which 

tournaments still are hosted until today, almost 20 years after its release (Budding, 2019; 

Gallagher, 2019). 

 

With the launch of Smash Ultimate for the Nintendo Switch in 2018 this changed again. 

Nintendo seemed to have learned from its former mistakes and developed a title which is 

challenging and fast enough for its competitive scene but still easy to get in to and fun for 

casual players. A majority of its fans declare Ultimate the best Smash game Nintendo and 
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Sakurai have ever developed (Nguyen, 2019). This makes Smash Ultimate with over 18.8 

million copies sold the best-selling fighting game of all time (Khan, 2020; Nintendo, 

2020).  

 

In general, however, the esports community was still often disappointed by the actions 

and lacking support of Nintendo for the esports side of their title. Unlike many other game 

publishers, Nintendo rarely put effort into helping its competitive scene grow and did not 

contribute any prize money for tournaments (McFerran, 2020). Sometimes Nintendo was 

even actively trying to work against its competitive community like in 2013 when 

Nintendo was trying to stop EVO, a significant game tournament series, from streaming 

its Melee tournament (Budding, 2019). A noticeable clash existed between Nintendo’s 

vision for the game and what the competitive scene wanted. While esports consultant Rod 

Breslau states on Twitter that: “Nintendo's failure to provide prize money and stability 

for the competitive community is the only thing keeping Smash Ultimate and Melee from 

being a top tier esports“ (Ivan, 2020), Nintendo’s President Shuntaro Furukawa believes 

that not funding the competitions is rather a strength of Nintendo and stated in an 

interview: “esports is where players compete on stage while revolving around prize 

money, and spectators enjoy watching that. It launches one of the most amazing appeals 

of video games. But there is no sense of antagonism. To make our company’s games be 

played by a broad range of people, regardless of experience, gender, or generation, we 

also want to make our events joinable by a broad range of people. Being able to have a 

different world view from companies, without a large sum of money is our strength.” 

(Ivan, 2020). Hence, most argue that the current success of the Smash esports scene can 

mainly be attributed to the engagement and motivation of its users (Budding, 2019; 

Gallagher, 2019; Garst, 2019).  

3.1.2. Case Selection 

While Nintendo had a family-friendly and casual game experience in mind, the engaged 

and motivated user base started to create a competitive esports community for the game. 

Started as a grassroot community, organizing tournaments in private homes and 

dormitories, the community quickly gained more and more attention. While the 

community became more professional and tournaments were also hosted by major esports 

tournament organizations, the grassroot spirit of the community sustained (Budding, 
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2019; Gallagher, 2019; Garst, 2019). We deem the creation of such a big and popular 

competitive community through the commitment of its engaged users and for the majority 

of its existence without any support from its developer as unique even for the esports 

industry. We therefore believe that it represents a compelling case of user 

entrepreneurship. Developing an understanding of why and how users facing these 

circumstances created a thriving esports community and tournaments can generate 

valuable learnings for user entrepreneurship in general and how communities contribute 

to it. Current developments in the form of the recently increasing involvement of 

Nintendo in its competitive Smash community, for example through the “Super Smash 

Bros. Ultimate European Circuit” (Hayward, 2019), express the value that other actors 

see in the community and have the potential to further develop and professionalize the 

scene.  

 

Additionally, we were in the position to negotiate access through our network to 

community leaders of the Swedish Smash scene that supported us in developing the focus 

of our research and getting in contact with additional suitable community members in 

Europe to create valuable and diverse data for our study. 

 

3.2. Methodology 

3.2.1 Research Philosophy  

To fully understand scientific work, it is essential not only to be familiar with the 

methodology and methods of the research, but also to know the underlying philosophy 

and assumptions that the researchers apply in their study. In research, philosophy is 

mainly defined by two significant constructs: Ontology and Epistemology (Easterby-

Smith, Thorpe, Jackson, & Jaspersen, 2018). 

 

Ontology thereby can be seen as the core of the research design and consists of the basic 

assumption researcher hold about the nature of reality and existence (Easterby-Smith et 

al., 2018). We consider the nature of the phenomenon we are investigating to be best 

observed through a relativistic worldview, as relativism denies that there is one universal 

truth but argues that it is created subjectively by individuals (Smith, 2008). For the 

application of relativism can be argued through the emphasis we put on the use of multiple 
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and diverse interview partners to achieve a high heterogeneity of opinions supported by 

narratives from online forum users. This highlights that we as researchers, believe that 

different individuals perceive reality differently. Furthermore, we believe that there is not 

only one way or truth about how Smash turned into an esports title, but rather through 

various approaches by different individuals who eventually developed an esports scene. 

We believe that individuals are perceiving stories and beliefs differently, and include 

different emotions and motivations for how to do so. 

 

Epistemology is the next layer of research design and describes how knowledge is 

generated in terms of how researchers enquire the physical and social world. It can be 

simplified by asking the question of “how we know, what we know”. Epistemology 

consists of two contrasting views on knowledge generation: positivism and social 

constructionism (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018). Given the nature of the phenomenon we 

are investigating and the purpose of our research, we consider social constructionism the 

best choice for our epistemology. We believe that during our research, we continuously 

create a shared social reality through our actions and interactions with members of the 

Smash esports community that we experience as objectively factual as well as 

subjectively meaningful (Berger & Luckmann, 1991). In social constructionism, we as 

researchers become reflective observers of the investigated phenomenon of user 

entrepreneurship in the Smash scene and frame, interpret and develop an understanding 

of the underlying phenomenon. In addition, we will also become an active part of what is 

being observed by understanding and explaining human behavior and human interaction 

through generalizing the phenomenon of user entrepreneurship from a smaller sample, in 

this case respondents and forum posts of the Smash scene, to a broader context (Berger 

& Luckmann, 1991). 

3.2.2 Research Approach 

By addressing our research purpose, which focuses on developing an in-depth 

understanding of the phenomenon of user entrepreneurship in the esports industry, we 

aim to fill gaps in the existing knowledge of user entrepreneurship and esports theory. 

Therefore, we consider an exploratory approach as most suitable for our research to 

generate findings and insights for a topic and phenomenon that has not yet received 
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sufficient empirical scrutiny and by identifying relationships between already existent 

knowledge and our findings (Stebbins, 2008). 

 

To address the research problem and to be able to answer the research question, it is 

crucial to choose a methodological framing that suits our theoretical topic (Easterby-

Smith et al., 2018). To answer our research question of how the occurrence and 

flourishing of user entrepreneurship were enabled through user-specific attributes and 

environment-specific characteristics in the case of Smash, we consider the case study 

methodology as suitable, as Yin (2014) describes it as the preferred methodology to study 

contemporary phenomena in their real-life context where the main questions are “how” 

and “why” those phenomena occur. By following a case study approach, we aim to 

expand and generalize the theory of user entrepreneurship and of the esports industry. 

 

Our study follows a single case that we deem to be unusual in its nature compared to other 

cases of user entrepreneurship within the esports industry. Therefore, it is interesting and 

valuable to explore in-depth. We explore the phenomenon in-depth by multiplying our 

data sources through an embedded case study approach (Yin, 2009), in which we talk to 

several subunits of the Smash scene in form of different individuals that are actively 

involved in various forms such as different community leaders and tournament organizers 

and additionally support their statements and thoughts with narratives from online 

forums. By choosing a single case study we aim to develop an understanding of user 

entrepreneurship’s phenomenon in the Smash scene and view it as instrumental to 

develop a deeper understanding (Stake, 1995) of user entrepreneurship in general. A 

potential vulnerability in the conduction of a single case study, is the possibility that the 

chosen case turns out differently than anticipated, and therefore does not produce suitable 

results to fulfill the selected research purpose (Yin, 2009). Therefore, we have carried out 

a careful and thorough investigation in advance in order to be able to select a suitable case 

and minimize possible misrepresentations. 

 

Our general methodological approach thereby will be similar to that of leading journal 

articles that have been successfully studying user innovation or user entrepreneurship 

(Baldwin et al., 2006; Shah & Tripsas, 2007; von Hippel et al., 2012) as well as similar 

to journal articles that have been investigating the esports industry (Seo, 2016; Xue et al., 
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2019). Parmentier and Gandia’s (2013) study thereby gave us valuable insights on how 

in-depth interviews can be combined with content analysis of online communities, to 

investigate phenomena in the esports industry. 

3.3. Methods 

3.3.1. Data Collection 

Only through some form of systematic data collection, new and revealing results can be 

retrieved. This data thereby brings some characteristics along. It, first of all, can be either 

qualitative or quantitative nature. Our research exclusively relies on qualitative data, 

which are pieces of data in a non-numeric form that help to contextualize what things 

mean and how things work (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018). Patton (2014) states that the use 

of qualitative research can help to (1) illuminate meanings: how do humans make sense 

of their world, (2) study how things work, (3) gather people’s stories, perspectives and 

experiences, (4) understand how systems work and what their consequences are, (5) 

understand how and why context matters, (6) identify unintended consequences, (7) 

discover essential patterns and themes. The development of Smash to an esports title 

happened through the engagement of communities and individuals. To understand this 

phenomenon, we, therefore, need to understand the stories of those people and their 

experiences. Those stories and experiences can only be gathered qualitatively by 

interviewing interesting active members that have been partaking in the phenomenon. 

 

To better understand the phenomenon of user entrepreneurship in the Smash scene and 

create valuable qualitative data we conducted semi-structured interviews with actively 

involved members in various forms such as different community leaders and tournament 

organizers, as our main source for primary data. The interviews are semi-structured to 

reveal the situational context and the respondents' subjective opinion about this 

unexplored phenomenon (Galkina & Atkova, 2019) of user entrepreneurship in the 

esports industry. The semi-structured interview guide was developed through a 

combination of our research purpose, key findings from our literature review, and an 

explorative field study interview with an expert member of the community prior to the 

first interviews (Table 1). The semi-structured interview method provides space for other 

related topics and valuable additions that arise during the conversation (Patton, 2014).  
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Table 1: Main Interview Questions 

1 What were your motives to initially join or start a Smash community? 

2 What are the top three factors why new members join the community? 

3 Can you name the three most important factors for community building? 

4 What are the main support or collaboration partners for community building? 

5 How do you interact with other local Smash communities? 

6 How has your community / tournament professionalized and grown since its 

foundation? 

7 How do you think the Smash scene has become more professionalize overall? 

8 What are the most important milestones that have been achieved in building a 

competitive Smash scene? 

9 What is your opinion about Nintendo’s contribution to competitive Smash? How 

has it changed over time? 

 

Since, especially in esports, users are already discussing developments and improvements 

around the game and community, in various online forums, we will use a content analysis 

of selected online forum narratives to support and triangulate our data gained in the 

interviews. We deem the triangulation of our data sources as instrumental in increasing 

and assuring the credibility and validity of our study (Tothbauer, 2011). Content analysis 

has been used in numerous studies in entrepreneurship research to make sense of various 

topics that address the broader issue of entrepreneurship. The content analysis of narrative 

texts offers many advantages. Firstly, the data collected through content analysis of 

narrative texts is enhanced because it allows for reliability and reproducibility 

(Finkelstein & Hambrick, 1997). Secondly, it is a less intrusive technique for recording 

insights than other techniques such as interviews (Phillips, 1994). A third advantage is 

that content analysis enables the identification of differences between individual 

communicators (Moss, Short, Payne & Lumpkin, 2011). Finally, the application of 

content analysis to written messages allows the reconstruction of the authors’ convictions 

and perceptions (D’Aveni & MacMillan, 1990). Further explanations on how the online 

data collection for our study is carried out can be found in the chapter “Online Data 

Collection Design”. 
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3.3.2. Sampling Strategy 

Initially, we had the opportunity to get in close contact with active individuals from one 

Smash community in Sweden through our personal network. Building up on this, and to 

gain access to other influential tournament organizers and active community members in 

Europe, we have created a snowball system within our interview guide to get connected 

to other suitable members of the Smash scene through the network of our interview 

partners. We consider snowball sampling as an appropriate sampling method in a 

community-based data collection due to its effectiveness in studying organic social 

networks (Noy, 2008). As outside researchers, it is difficult to determine which 

community members are established and representative for the community. The snowball 

sampling method, however, provided us with the opinion and perspective of community 

insiders on who might be valuable and suitable interview partners. In the process of data 

collection, we contacted representatives of Nintendo Europe also to include their 

perspective on the competitive Smash community, but we had to face the fact that 

Nintendo’s company policy is not to offer support for external studies such as ours and 

accept this as one of our limitations. 

3.3.3. Interview Design 

We conducted twelve interviews in the period of March 18th to April 22nd. With one 

exception, all participants agreed to be included with either their real or community name 

in the table of interview partners (Table 2). The motivation for adding their names is 

explained and justified in more detail in the section research ethics. The participants live 

and work in seven different countries in Europe. Due to the contemporary situation and 

concerns about physical meetings, we decided not to meet our interview partners in 

person. All interviews are conducted digitally instead. For the digital interviews, we used 

primarily the software Discord, a communication platform designed for gaming 

communities, and in one case, the software Google Hangouts. As Discord is an 

established communication channel in the esports community, all interview partners were 

comfortable with this choice and familiar with the tool. Moreover, this choice of 

communicating gave the interview an additional level of authenticity. We conducted the 

majority of the interviews via video call, to be able to observe not only verbal data but 

also some non-verbal cues like facial expression (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018). Having to 

conduct all interviews digitally, however, made it more challenging to build rapport with 
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the interview partners (O’Connor & Madge, 2001) and restricted the possibility to 

observe the interviewees’ body language (Cater, 2011).  

 

The interviews lasted between 54 and 121 minutes and were all, in agreement with the 

interview partners, conducted in English. With the consent of the participants, the 

conversations were recorded and initially processed with the transcription software 

otter.ai into written text. Subsequently, the provisional transcriptions produced by otter.ai 

were all manually and thoroughly checked, corrected and completed. 

Table 2: Interview Information 

First name 

“Community 

Name” Name 

Role Organization Working 

nation 
Interview 

Date Length 

Max Wolffsohn Tournament 

Organizer and 

Board Member 

Phoenix Blue Sweden 21 Mar 69 min 

Jakob  

“JRose” 

 Kiderud 

Tournament 

Organizer 

Stockholm 

Shieldbreakers 

Sweden 24 Mar 58 min 

Julia 

“AwesomeBee” 

Hagerberg 

Tournament 

Organizer; 

Community 

Figurehead 

Valhalla 

Tournament 

series; 

Swedish Smash 

community 

Sweden / 

Denmark 

25 Mar 88 min 

Tom  

“G-P”  

Scott 

European Smash 

Ultimate 

Community 

Leader; 

Head Tournament 

Organizer 

British Smash 

community; 

Albion 

Tournament 

series 

Great 

Britain 

26 Mar 121 

min 

Viktor 

Erlandsson 

esports Project 

Manager 

Challengermode Sweden 28 Mar 64 min 

Kasper  

“Teroz” 

Kamateros 

 

Head Tournament 

Organizer 

Phoenix Blue Sweden 1 Apr 77 min 

Julius  

“King Funk” 

Vissing 

Head Tournament 

Organizer; 

Community 

Leader; Smash 

Commentator 

Valhalla 

Tournament 

Series; 

Copenhagen 

Smash 

community 

Denmark 7 Apr 82 min 
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Table 2 (continued): Interview Information 

First name 

“Community 

Name” Name 

Role Organization Working 

nation 

Interview 

Date Length 

Giorgio 

“Galeon” 

D’Agostino 

Community 

Leader; 

Head Tournament 

Organizer 

Smash Bros. 

Italia; 

Icarus event series 

Italy 16 Apr 71 min 

Anonymous Organizer for, 

inter alia Smash 

Events 

Established 

European esports 

Company 

Europe 17 Apr 56 min 

“Nives” Tournament 

Organizer and 
Board Member 

SmashUltimate.fr France 19 Apr 59 min 

Davide  

“Kunai 

Kazekun” 

Boccarossa 

Tournament 

Organizer, 

Community 

Leader; 

Co-Founder 

German Smash 

Community 

smashgrounds.de 

Germany 20 Apr 58 min 

David 

“TaDavidID” 

Tarakanoff 

Founder; 

Tournament 

Organizer 

Team Calyptus; 

Dokomi 

Tournament 

Series 

Germany 

/ Switzer-

land 

22 Apr 54 min 

 

3.3.4. Online Data Collection Design 

We supported the insights gained from the interviews by incorporating online forum 

narratives from users into our data analysis. A selection of insightful online forum 

narratives is given in Appendix 2. As the Smash community faces a similar problem of 

governance as most other esports (Scholz, 2019), there is no single institution responsible 

for Smash’s competitive side. For this reason, also various online forums are used by the 

community. In particular, various online forums rose and fell in popularity depending on 

geographical location, current popularity, game series title and the availability of 

complementary social media. For this reason, we decided to include forums that we deem 

to represent a holistic picture through their different characteristics (Table 3). Online 

forums have played an important role in the Smash community development (Budding, 

2019); in this paper, hence, online forum entries are used to support and triangulate the 

insights gained in the interviews. This allows us to ensure that we not only include the 

testimony of active community members, such as tournament organizers or community 

leaders but also represent the opinions of casual community members. 
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In order to include direct answers on our research question from casual gamers in our 

research, we also initiated forum threads, where we asked forum members about their 

motivations to join the Smash esports scene and their impressions of it. To keep our 

results current, we have excluded forum posts older than 2014. 

Table 3: Online Forums Included 

Forum Forum characteristics Geographical popularity 

Smashboards.com 

• Internationally used 

• Significance in early Smash 

days 

• > 350.000 forum threads 

• > 20 million messages 

• > 250.000 members 

International, strongest 

in Northern America 

Smashlabs.de 

• German Smash scene 

• > 7.000 threads 

• > 230.000 messages 

• > 6.500 members 

German Smash 

Community 

Reddit.com/r/smashbros/ 

 

• > 70.000 members 
International 

“Smash ultimate Sverige: 

onlinekrigarnas discord” 

discord channel 

• > 800 members 
Swedish Smash 

Ultimate 

Community 

“German Smash Com” 

discord channel 

• > 3000 members German Smash 

Community 

 

3.4. Data Analysis 

3.4.1. Content Analysis 

For the analysis of the qualitative data that we collected through the conduction of semi-

structured interviews and the collection of online forum narratives, several different 

possible approaches exist (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018; Elo & Kygnäs, 2008). One of the 

most widely used analysis techniques for textual data, such as interview transcripts or 

forum narratives, is content analysis (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; Julien, 2008). In alignment 

with our developed research purpose, our chosen research approach and our explanatory 

https://www.reddit.com/r/smashbros/
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philosophical stance, we decided to adopt content analysis for our analysis approach for 

several reasons given below. 

 

First, content analysis is an appropriate method for filling in the gaps of existing academic 

knowledge about a bounded phenomenon that is currently deficiently and limited 

researched (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008; Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Therefore, the use of content 

analysis is suitable for our research purpose of contributing to the already existent 

knowledge of the phenomenon of user entrepreneurship by applying it to the esports 

industry’s context and studying its occurrence in the specific case of Smash. Content 

analysis is also particularly appropriate to investigate aspects beyond mere physicality, 

that are not openly visible and cannot be described and explored solely through 

observations (Krippendorff, 2012). As our research question aims to develop an 

understanding of how both, users and their environment, enable the occurrence and 

flourishing of user entrepreneurship, we rely not only on external observation but also 

reveal personal motivations and experiences through the analysis of the user’s narratives 

and unique perspectives. Furthermore, the conduction of content analysis enables to 

reduce the complexity of vast amount of data by grouping the data into codes and 

categories in order to make sense of them and derive conclusions and meanings, while 

still offering enough flexibility in the creation and adaptation of categories and codes (Elo 

& Kygnäs, 2008; Julien, 2008). Therefore, the application of content analysis enables us 

to analyze both, the total recorded 860 minutes for all interviews as well as the collected 

online forum narratives, in a structured and logical way, without losing direction and 

focus in the multitude of data on what is of importance and interest for our stated research 

purpose.  

 

Nevertheless, the choice of content analysis for our research also inherits certain risks and 

difficulties. The produced research outcome for this method of data analysis relies not 

only on the researcher’s skills and experience but also heavily on their personal 

interpretations of the data (Elo & Kygnäs, 2008). It therefore bears the possibility that 

researchers do not fully comprehend the data and are not able to identify all important 

categories of analysis (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Additionally, the conduction of content 

analysis can be time-consuming (Julien, 2008). However, we deem the time and effort 

put into this form of analysis as crucial to produce valuable and insightful outcomes. The 
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risk of subjectivity created through the researcher’s skills, knowledge and opinions during 

the analysis has also been deliberately accepted through the choice of our research 

purpose and the inherent research philosophy of relativism and social constructionism. 

 

Following the approach of content analysis, we interrogate the collected data for the 

presence, meaning and relationship of main ideas and concepts that are suitable to answer 

our research question (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018). Therefore, we follow rather a 

deductive approach of systematically structuring our analysis in a way that is 

operationalizing previous existing knowledge (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018; Elo & 

Kyngäs, 2008) about user entrepreneurship, the esports industry and communities that we 

deem suitable for answering our research questions. While we structure our data analysis 

according to the main categories that are aiming to answer our research question and have 

been inspired by pre-existing research, we still allow codes, sub-categories and generic 

categories to emerge from the data itself during the analysis that are specific and decisive 

for the chosen research focus on the case of Smash. This, therefore, enables us to develop 

a deeper understanding of the general investigated research phenomenon of user 

entrepreneurship and helps us to identify and comprehend relevant information from the 

collected data, that demonstrates in which form this phenomenon occurs and develops in 

our specific bounded case located in its particular industry (Easterby-Smith et al., 2018; 

Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).  

3.4.2. Analysis Report 

Already during the transcription process, we familiarized ourselves with the data when 

we listened to the recordings several times and wrote down the first comments and 

remarks that arose. After that, we read through the transcripts several times to make sense 

of them as a whole and achieve immersion (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). We discussed our 

first impression and thoughts about the data gained throughout the collection and 

transcription process before we started coding the data. Following the discussion, we 

conducted the first coding of an interview together using the coding tool ATLAS.ti. 

During this process both researchers came up with and agreed on codes that we deemed 

important and connected to our research question. For the remaining data we proceeded 

independently of each other and coded separately using the already determined codes as 

well as adding codes that appeared for the first time and also seemed important in regard 
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to the research question. These newly added codes were highlighted as new and through 

the use of the tool ATLAS.ti immediately also usable for the other. During the process of 

the individual coding, we still were discussing and updating each other frequently on the 

changes. After the successful completion, we went together through all codes that we 

have generated during the coding process and debated their importance, their uniqueness 

and their characteristics. As the result of this discussion we renamed, restructured and 

merged some of the codes to make them more coherent and conclusive in respect to our 

research purpose. After agreeing on the final codes, we generated sub-categories that 

emerged from the data and were identified as important and crucial for answering our 

research question. These sub-categories were then grouped into generic categories 

according to their inherent theme and meaning. In the final step, the generic categories 

were then connected to the main categories that enable us to answer our research question. 

3.5. Research Ethics 

Research can have a profound impact on individuals and society. Therefore, researchers 

need to establish key principles for their research ethic that are suitable to the context of 

their study. We took the eleven key principles for the research ethics of Bell & Bryman 

(2007) into account to develop a suitable framework that is enabling us to conduct our 

research in an ethically acceptable manner. (1) We guarantee that there is no harm done 

to the physical or psychological wellbeing of our participants during the conduction of 

our research. While there is no physical aspect included in our data collection, we 

developed our interview guide in a way that is not causing any psychological distress. We 

also observed the emotional state of our participants to be able to adapt to the situation if 

necessary. (2) The dignity of our participants was valued and kept intact by the same 

measures. (3) Before conducting the interview, we sent the participants a consent form 

(Appendix 1), that was informing them about the purpose of the study and was stating 

their rights as a participant, such as the right to withdraw their participation and the right 

to stay anonymous. We made sure that all participants of this study read the consent form, 

signed it, and asked before the interview whether they had any thoughts or concerns. (4) 

Confidentiality of the research data was ensured by keeping out any information that the 

participants stated to be confidential (like agreements with Nintendo) and did not want to 

be included. Additionally, the data that is published and analyzed in this study was not 

linked to specific participants by the anonymization of direct testimonies. (5&6) The right 
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to stay anonymous and the protection of their privacy was offered to every participant 

and if wanted guaranteed by leaving out any information that might track back to them. 

However, we deem the content of research not harmful to its participants due to its non-

intimate nature and because most participants expressed that they like to talk about this 

topic. Some participants even actively mentioned, that it would be no problem for them 

to be included with their name and function because they want to see their community 

grow. Hence, we asked our participants if they want to be included with their name and 

their function in the table of interview partners or prefer to stay anonymous. For all except 

one participant, we got the consent to include their personal information. The participant, 

who wished to remain anonymous, was consequently anonymized. We took that decision 

because we believe that no harmful information was shared, and we believe that adding 

this information will give this research more credibility and furthermore, might also 

support the participants in their ambitions to grow their communities. (7&8) No attempts 

of deception were pursued, and honesty and transparency were ensured throughout the 

whole research process by communicating directly and openly about the purpose of the 

research and its structure with the participants before and during the data collection. (9) 

Affiliations to the University of Jönköping have been stated in the beginning of the data 

collection and will not influence this research. Furthermore, this research was not funded 

in any form and, therefore will not create any conflicts of interest. (10) As mentioned 

earlier, reciprocity is an important part of this research, as our findings might also help 

the participants develop and grow their communities and the Smash community as a 

whole. (11) Possible misrepresentations of the findings were tried to be reduced through 

the selection of various diverse participants, to generate a complete picture of the 

situation. The research was conducted and discussed by two researchers to complement 

personal capabilities and reduce possible subjective misinterpretations. Additionally, the 

research process was accompanied by one supervisor and one additional researcher to 

include more opinions and experiences on how to conduct the research and analyze the 

collected data suitably.  
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4. Findings and Analysis 

In the following chapter, the findings of the conducted interviews are presented. In 

accordance with the content analysis, themes and categories are exhibited, which have 

developed during the course of the interview conduction, during post-discussions as 

well as on the basis of existing knowledge. Furthermore, this chapter presents the 

analysis of the findings that have emerged from the content analysis in light of following 

our research purpose and answering our research questions. The analyzed findings 

thereby build the basis for our conclusion in the subsequent chapter. 

Following the logic of content analysis, the resulting categories are structured and 

visualized in two tree diagrams (Figure 2 & Figure 3) to demonstrate existing patterns 

and hierarchies (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). The sub- and generic category labels are 

closely related to the terms used in the data collected in order to ensure clarity and avoid 

ambiguity (Schreier, 2013). The selection of generic categories thereby was also inspired 

by existing theory of user entrepreneurship. In selecting the main categories; however, 

we focus on characteristics that enable us to answer our research question of 

understanding how the user and their environment enable user entrepreneurship to occur 

and flourish in the selected case. Therefore, we structured our findings into two main 

categories, which also represents the structure of the following chapters: (4.1) the 

attributes of the individual user that enable user entrepreneurship to occur and flourish 

and (4.2) the characteristics of the environment enabling user entrepreneurship initiatives 

to occur and flourish. We consider this to be a comprehensible approach to fulfill our 

research purpose.  

Emerging from the sub-categories and hence closely related to the data, we concluded 

and identified two generic categories that explain the most important user-specific 

attributes that enable user entrepreneurship to occur and flourish in the investigated case: 

(4.1.1) the motivation users derive from non-monetary incentives and (4.1.2) the 

inimitable knowledge and insights that users gain from their system-of-use perspective. 

Furthermore, we identified and concluded two generic categories that are explaining the 

most important environment-specific characteristics that enable user entrepreneurship to 

occur and flourish in the investigated case: (4.2.1) the unique characteristics of the Smash 

community and (4.2.2) the engaging, uncertain and dynamic conditions of the 
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environment. Those four generic categories are closely related to the collected data and 

the investigated case, but the choice was also inspired by existing knowledge from the 

user entrepreneurship theory about general factors that enable this phenomenon to occur. 

The information outputs we derived from the collected data, based on what we deem to 

be important and connected to our research question (Kvale, 2011), were condensed, 

grouped according to their theme and finally defined as sub-categories. To emphasize the 

importance of the chosen sub-categories and demonstrate how they were derived from 

the data, examples of important quotes are also given in Figure 2 and Figure 3 for each 

sub-category.
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Figure 2: Tree Diagram User-Specific Characteristic  
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Figure 3: Tree Diagram Environment-Specific Characteristics 
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In the following, the findings emerged from the content analysis are further elucidated 

and analyzed in respect to our research question and research purpose. The structure of 

this analysis follows the logic of the findings demonstrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

4.1 User-specific Attributes that enable User Entrepreneurship 

4.1.1 Motivation derived from Non-Monetary Incentives 

One of the unique attributes that characterize the users of Smash and trigger them to act 

entrepreneurially is the motivation they derive from non-monetary incentives. That the 

majority of the individuals that pursue user entrepreneurship in the Smash esports 

community are at least not primarily motivated by money became evident in our research. 

As “in [my country] the esports in general but smash in particular is not developed 

enough to build something to get a living going […] you have to work on an amateur 

level most of the time and that is particularly what I do” (INT 10). Therefore, not a lot of 

money is going around in the scene in general, and as a tournament organizer (TO) “you 

pay a lot from your own pocket. So, you collect the money and most of the time you spend 

a lot of it to pay the venue and other stuff you need. But […] that's no income you can live 

with” (INT 3). Instead, the motivation to act entrepreneurial, that emerged from the data 

and was highlighted during the interviews stemmed primarily from their personal use as 

well as from being a part of a community and wanting to give back to it. 

 

4.1.1.1 Motivation derived from Personal Use 

Almost all people that became active and more involved members of the Smash scene by 

creating and developing communities or tournaments started this engagement with their 

own use of the Smash games. They began to get involved in the game at different versions 

of the title and at varying points of their life like INT 9 when his “cousin brought Smash 

over and [they] played it and [he] was like oh my god this game is amazing, I want to 

play more of it”, but the majority of the interview partners expressed that they quickly 

started to like the game and got emotionally connected to it. “In the beginning, it was just 

that I loved the game” (INT 10). After getting hooked on the game itself, many players 

started to play more competitive with their friends, but then faced problems like INT 11 

expresses: “I started to wreck the shit out of my friends and I was like, oh now I'm able 
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to beat them, what's next?”. Therefore, many realized that they like the game so much 

that they want to find other like-minded people who are better in the game, to are able to 

compete. “At first I played it online. But at some point, I was like, I want to get really 

good at this game it's fun and all, so I started to look around more” (INT 8). The majority 

of Smash players, however, have the opinion that “offline play is just far superior to 

online play for Smash and always has been and there was a need to kind of have offline 

events to have a sort of legitimate scene” (INT 8) and therefore were not satisfied with 

just playing it online or with their friends. 

Some of those that were motivated to become more active noticed that no suitable local 

offline communities and events were existing where they could compete and meet with 

other Smash players like for INT 4 where “there were actually no local tournaments 

other than basically either students hosting smash tournaments in their student dorms or 

local anime conventions or LAN parties hosting side events for Smash. So, there was a 

lack of any organized scene from Smash people [in my area]”. Others noticed that the 

existing communities and tournaments did not live up to their standards and could be 

improved. Therefore, many became motivated to do something to change the situation. 

This becomes evident in INT 11 reflecting: “I noticed that the Smash scene was a cluster 

that's really small that we can develop and put some structure in it to make it grow. And 

that's how I started to organize and get involved in the community to provide quality event 

that would meet my standard when I go to events” or INT 8 stating: “I'm the type of guy 

where if I see that something is not being done by anyone, then I'm just going to try and 

do it myself. Because it's fun and because it's interesting to see if you can replicate 

something that's being done successfully elsewhere”. 

Hence, it can be argued that the desire to compete in a game, that they have a secure 

connection and passion for, with others in offline communities and events while having 

the possibility to do it in a way that meets their standards, creates the initial motivation 

for these individuals to act entrepreneurially. “They kind of go hand in hand, wanting to 

get better and improve at the game, climbing the ranks and also helping the community 

to grow” (INT 7). This represents the motivation for user entrepreneurship that 

individuals derive from their personal use of the product.  
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4.1.1.2 Motivation derived from being Part of a Group and giving back to it 

While the initial motivation to create and develop communities or tournaments often 

stems from their use of the game, a majority of the entrepreneurial Smash community 

members draw their primary motivation to continue from the community itself, from 

being part of it and from wanting to do good for other members. This change from being 

driven from their initial personal motivation to being driven by the motivation they 

developed from being in the community is well expressed by INT 10:  

 

“in the beginning, it was just that I loved the game, but then I started to discover the 

pleasure of having people at tournaments and getting to know each other with a shared 

interest in this kind of things and I started to give more value to the interconnection 

between people, than the game itself, I stopped doing it because of the game itself and I 

began doing it because of the people and because I wanted to give back what the 

community gave to me. So yeah, it started in one way and it ended up in another way” 

 

Through joining or creating a community, those individuals found a group of people that 

were welcoming and that they could relate to on a level of interest and passion. “It's a 

way to meet a lot of new friends and learn a lot by having one common interests” (INT 

7), even if they might not have been very connected and invested in social activities before 

in their private life as “ the vast majority of the Smash community were outcasts. So, for 

people that don't have a lot of friends or weren't really good at social things, the Smash 

community was really open because you can see in the tournaments so many different 

kinds of people, so many different faces” (INT 11). After finding this community, that 

they feel like they belong to, they develop a feeling of affection and care for its members 

and obtain immense happiness through validation and recognition from them. “There's 

nothing more gratifying than seeing people super happy at the end of an event or just 

having a great time and smiling and everything. It's the best feeling” (INT 8). Driven by 

this motivation they are willing to put in their time and effort to an immense amount, 

without necessarily achieving any direct personal gains from it. “We often joke about our 

board director, that his drug is making people happy. He will go to great lengths just to 

make an event good to please people. He gains nothing out of it, actually all he gets is an 

insane amount of stress and personal distress out of creating these events. But the moment 
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he steps in through the door and he knows he gets it running a different guy kicks in and 

he is super happy about being there and everything is great” (INT 6). 

 

This care for the community also stems the desire to improve it. “I like being able to help 

people. If I didn't like helping people, I would never even have started TOing. I did it 

because I like the idea of the community and I wanted it to be better. And then I wanted 

more to happen. And then I wanted it to be better” (INT 9). Therefore, they strive for the 

growth and professionalization of the scene. Their goal is to “Make it bigger and better 

and make it happen more often” (INT 6), and thereby see it as their obligation to 

contribute to it. “The thing that will push our community to be bigger and more 

professional is first and foremost for our big event organizers and community figureheads 

to get that experience and be able to build their brand of the tournaments” (INT 12). 

Most of the community figureheads started their activities in a very amateur manner but 

became professional throughout their engagement. “We're still doing it for fun since we 

don't get any money out of it. But it surely feels more professional, now we have 

semiprofessional contacts with people, and we have a professional attitude in regards of 

players and production value and all that kind of stuff, but it started very lightly” (INT 

8).  

 

Feeling connected to their community of Smash players, caring for them and wanting the 

community to grow and professionalize are among the strongest motivators for those 

individuals to engage themselves in user entrepreneurship activities. 

 

4.1.2 Inimitable Knowledge and Insights through System-of-Use Perspective 

Certain characteristics have shown to make some individuals more likely than others to 

discover specific opportunities to act entrepreneurially. In the studied case of user 

entrepreneurs in the Smash esports community, one attribute that is connected to increase 

their likelihood to encounter certain problems and needs and therefore to discover 

opportunities for innovation and entrepreneurship is the unique knowledge and insights 

that they gained through their system-of-use perspective of the game and its esports scene. 

Through their own experience with the product and community, they encounter problems 

or needs that other entrepreneurs or companies would not recognize. Additionally, 

through their insider perspective and gained experience with the product, they can 
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envision opportunities and solutions that others would not recognize. While the specific 

ways they acquired and developed this knowledge and insights varied amongst them, all 

of them achieved it through being an active and experienced insider of the Smash 

ecosystem and being aware and reflective of problems and needs that they encounter in 

their own experience with it. 

 

4.1.2.1 Insider Advantage 

During the research of the case of Smash, unique knowledge and insights as users of the 

product were observable in the selected interview partners, which enabled them to create 

communities, tournaments and other entrepreneurial solutions. The uniqueness and 

inimitability of their gained knowledge and insights crystallize itself in the fact that almost 

all interviewed subjects state that in some way they have become “a figurehead in [their 

country’s] smash community [and] a role model in a way” (INT 10) in the communities 

that they created or developed. As others started to look up to them, they “had to learn 

that you can’t be a community leader, while also not being the sort of person that people 

would look up to […] so knowing to do the right thing and being a role model” (INT 9).  

As an insider and role model of the Smash community, they handle things like organizing 

tournaments differently and more reflected on the demands and preferences of other users 

and, therefore, more often focus on the specific elements which make their tournaments 

and communities successful and more valuable for other players. If there is a “a huge 

sponsor tournament that's not held by smash players, it will feel kinda off even if it's like 

a good tournament because there's a lot of just smaller things that aren't the same, they 

aren't authentic” (INT 4). This is expressed in occasions of failures when outsiders, that 

are neither active users of the products nor a part of the Smash community, tried to host 

tournaments for this user community. Several interview partners reported incidents, when 

external parties did not understand which criteria are essential to please the Smash 

community like when “[a major esports organization] got priority for this event, but it 

wasn’t accepted at all. […] They had a lot of problems doing this, And the backslap of 

the community was also high. The community wasn’t satisfied with the tournament at all” 

(INT 3). 
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In the interviews was stressed at several occasions by the participants, that one of the 

most crucial things for them to achieve their vision of growing and developing the Smash 

community, is the experience they have developed. “It's all very experience driven more 

than anything else” (INT 1). This experience was built up through the extensive amount 

of time and effort they have put both in the game as well as the community over several 

years. INT 12 states that “putting in your time and your effort is the greatest resource you 

can put into the community. And that's what really kept me going. Because I've always 

felt like the time and effort, I put into this reflects in what it produces”. The value of their 

built-up experience is thereby not only appreciated by the community itself but also by 

external partners like some major esports companies wanting to work with them on 

projects: “We're working a lot with grassroots organizations, both to recruit admins but 

also recruit their experience” (INT 2). 

 

A lot of their experience and knowledge is also built through being open to learn from 

other communities and events and to exchange experience with other community 

members. INT 9 thereby advises: “Don't be afraid to look to others for help or inspiration. 

While I was always pushing the barriers for the Smash community, a lot of my ideas for 

[my tournament] and growing the communities or growing my events as a whole came 

from when I attended […] events for regular fighting games”. Through their standing in 

the community, they also gained access to an exclusive network for knowledge and 

experience exchange amongst other Smash community figureheads. “When we find a new 

tournament organizer, we invite them in the [Discord] backroom and then we give them 

a lot of advice, we give them guidelines and stuff like that. So, we create that kind of 

community where everyone exchanges between each other” (INT 11). As they see 

themselves as a community that shares the same mission of growing and developing their 

scene, this knowledge exchange happens often and willingly. “We're giving each other a 

hand, because we share the same mission. So, I wouldn't see it as a hub that somebody 

would come and use for themselves, but more like a shared project that we are working 

together, all together in” (INT 10). 

In the position of an insider of the community and having gained experience in it, those 

individuals have developed a system-of-use perspective that equips them with unique, 

inimitable knowledge and insights about the Smash community.  
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4.1.2.2 Opportunity Recognition 

User entrepreneurs usually do not actively analyze the market to find inefficiencies and 

unmet needs that represent opportunities for entrepreneurship. They rather come across 

those problems and obligations while using the product or service themselves. By that 

means, they act rather as “accidental entrepreneurs” by trying to solve the problems for 

their own use. During our research, we discovered two factors that often came up that 

enabled Smash community members to act on those problems or needs: optimism and 

reflectiveness.  

 

Community members stated that they “already have the mentality that things need to get 

better, like the rest of society, but we can start in our community to make that good first” 

(INT 4). Indications of optimism about being able to solve those problems and needs by 

taking risks could be observed: “It's all about just taking the risk, if you don't take risks, 

you're not gonna go anywhere” (INT 8), as well as by improvising: “A large part of my 

work as a TO has been improvising and trying to figure out how to do stuff with very few 

tools” (INT 9). 

 

The reflectiveness with which several of them encountered problems and needs has also 

been expressed already before like, for INT 4 when “there were actually no local 

tournaments other than basically either students hosting smash tournaments in their 

student dorms or local anime conventions or LAN parties hosting side events for Smash. 

So there was a lack of any organized scene from smash people [in my area]“ or for INT 

8 who states that: “offline play is just far superior to online play for Smash and always 

has been and there was a need to kind of have offline events to have a sort of legitimate 

scene”. As leaders and figureheads of the Smash scene, they also take in rather a 

helicopter perspective of what problems and opportunities occur in the community on a 

more holistic level than the regular community member would notice. “Because a lot of 

these TOs meet a lot of different people and then you tend to hear a lot more of the of the 

issues that some competitors face. You start to care about more of their issues than the 

regular competitor would.” (INT 4).  
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The factors of insider advantage and enhanced opportunity recognition combined have 

shown to drive and enable certain community members to work on existing and needs 

actively, and during the process building up unique, inimitable knowledge and insights. 

 

4.2 Environment-specific Attributes that enable User Entrepreneurship 

4.2.1 Unique Characteristics Smash Community 

The Smash community offers some unique characteristics, which can be seen as 

supportive attributes for user entrepreneurship activities. The two identified sub-

categories that describe those characteristics best are the grassroot character, which is 

ubiquitous in the Smash community, and its cohesive and welcoming community spirit. 

 

4.2.1.1 Grassroot Community Characteristics 

The Smash community has its origin in the grassroots, as “The entire communities is just 

grassroots people volunteering their time” (INT 12). These roots provide the community 

with some specific characteristics that lead to an environment, which eventually 

represents an ecosystem that fosters user entrepreneurship activities. 

  

The smash community does not have its activities limited to only significant tournaments 

or big streaming channels, which represent the bigger expansion stages of Smash 

community activities, but its roots are rather offline and local. “The Smash […] 

community is just one community, which is divided in sub communities, that are referring 

to certain regional zones” (INT 10). For this reason, the essence of the community is still 

reflected in weekly and monthly get-togethers in which the members with a shared 

interest come together, practice and socialize. “We do have a lot of people who are 

attending smash tournaments on a weekly basis, you know, there are thousands of people 

just in Scandinavia, that go to a tournament every week” (INT 12). 

 

The lack of a decent online mode in the Smash game series, compared to other esports 

titles, has shaped a culture of offline meet-ups and get-togethers. This develops a culture 

that allows community members to connect and share their passion. “I think that the lack 

of an online scene really makes a difference, smash has an online scene nowadays, but 
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its roots in the offline meetups has really shaped how the community mentality is around 

this game and around this community.“ (INT 4). 

 

Being an amateur driven grassroot scene, a culture of improvisation developed. And 

“most of the people that play smash are young adults or students” (INT 11), an age in 

which experience in any other commercial field or event organization, is generally not 

developed: “[…], we don’t necessarily have all that many people who have been doing 

this for a long while” (INT 12); “you don't instantly become someone who's an expert in 

event organizing that takes time and experience I am not just speaking for myself, I've 

only been doing this for about two years and I have no background in event organizing 

of this size” (INT 1). Hence, there is a grassroot spirit in the community that allows more 

active members to try and, at the same time, show more willingness to take risks, which 

also allows a steep learning curve. Because “Putting in your time and your effort is the 

greatest resource you can put into the community” (INT 12), contributions of all types 

enriching the community are most of the times highly appreciated. And hence, more 

members dare to take more risks and responsibility. Another factor in the Smash 

community, which leads to a playground for trying out things, is the lack of tools, 

triggering the need for improvisation to develop the scene: “A large part of my work as a 

TO has been improvising and trying to figure out how to do stuff with very few tools” 

(INT 9). Through this community characterization of improvisation, active community 

members are also not afraid to ask others for help. “Don't be afraid to look to others for 

help or inspiration. While I was always pushing the barriers for the Smash community, a 

lot of my ideas for [my tournament] and growing the communities or growing my events 

as a whole came from when I attended […] events for regular fighting games” (INT 9).  

 

All in all, the fact of being grassroot is seen as crucial for the Smash community and its 

developments, as “it is because the community is grassroots and there is no support for 

it, or there was no support by Nintendo. So that is what makes us special […] because we 

learned how to stand up without anyone telling us what to do. So that is probably growth 

wise the most important thing a community can have” (INT 10). 
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4.2.1.2 Cohesive and Welcoming Community Spirit 

Another factor that our analysis showed to be as an essential and unique feature of the 

Smash community, and which plays an important role in the environment, is the cohesive 

and welcoming spirit of the Smash community, which ultimately creates an environment 

in which user entrepreneurship activities are enabled to occur and flourish. 

 

The Smash community is very inclusive in its approach to accommodate newcomers to 

the community. Apart from some selected events on the highest level, there are hardly 

any invitational tournaments for Smash. One interview partner highlighted that by stating, 

“that is what I personally would like [to hear about my events] and what I received as a 

player when I first started, I received a warm welcome into the community” (INT 10). 

This welcoming community spirit also attracts some “outsiders of society”, who 

sometimes lack the necessary social skills: “I think the vast majority of the Smash 

community were outcasts, so people that don’t have a lot of friends” (INT 11), but who 

are united in the common interest in Smash. “Very different people come together with 

one common interest” (INT 7). With its welcoming community spirit, the Smash 

community attracts people from different backgrounds, cultures and ages, and  “Anyone 

can be part of the community and doesn’t feel out of place” (INT 12), as in in the Smash 

community “we are part of one big smash family” (INT 11). In addition, community 

leaders are ardently attached to their community members because they are committed to 

ensure that they feel comfortable, which eventually grows the community. “you care 

about the people that came into the community and you want them to stay, because they 

are what gives traction to the scene as a whole” (INT 10). It is through this spirit that 

most community members enjoy attending community events, build trust and volunteer 

their efforts and resources to helping the community. “People just leave their equipment 

at the venue they like. They know it’s going to be used there every week” (INT 9).  

 

As most of the participation in the Smash community is considered voluntarily, those 

involved can easily increase or decrease the efforts they put into the development 

depending on their circumstances: ”I was in University at the time and I didn't do a very 

difficult degree, I did [...], so I had a lot of spare time. So, I used a lot of my spare time 

during that “ (INT 9). Due to this an atmosphere is created in which those involved do 

not feel pressure to create novelty but are receiving appreciation for what they are creating 
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either way. “the delayed gratification icon you've been slaving away for an event to 

happen for six months. And it finally does happen. And you are nonstop showered with 

appreciation of how much people are enjoy to go there and the fact that it even exists, 

that will keep you going for a year.” (INT 1). 

4.2.2 Engaging, Uncertain and Dynamic Conditions 

Since the Smash community is based on the engaging game series Smash, in an uncertain 

dependence on the game developer Nintendo, but still part of the dynamic environment 

of the esports industry, conditions are created under which the phenomenon of user 

entrepreneurship occurs. 

 

4.2.2.1 Smash Game provides Enjoyment 

In an environment that promotes user entrepreneurship, the game, as such, is a focus of 

attention that brings joy to individuals. There must be something special about a game 

series that has been around for so long. Especially for the Smash Melee scene, as this 

game is played on an outdated console, and Interview 4 describes the unique nature of the 

game series and the culture around it as follows: 

 

“it created a culture of offline play that doesn't really exist to the same degree in other 

esports.” 

 

The competitive nature of the Smash games is a key factor that makes the game 

entertaining. “My friend group did not have anyone who liked [the game] as much as I 

did. I always beat all of them and they did not like playing with me anymore” (OFP 1). 

Tournament organizers stated in the interviews that they “made a lot more expenses to 

make the event just a grand experience” (INT 8), which more than often pleased 

attendees. “And everyone who travelled was like ‘This is the event, this is the event 

everyone’s going to go to!’“ (INT 9). However, not only is competitiveness and event 

character important in making Smash enjoyable, but it is also entertaining to be part of 

the Smash community, which provides content on several different platforms. “[…] since 

ultimate I’ve been seeing the competitive scene and there’s so much to follow!” (OFP 2). 
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4.2.2.2 Uncertain Support from Nintendo 

One of the peculiarities of Smash is the uncertainty caused by the little support of its 

developer Nintendo, which has shaped its environment. Interviewee 4 stressed the 

importance of this for the entire scene by stating: 

 

“none of the games they [Nintendo] made were ever designed […] specifically for esports 

in a sense, they were always meant to be fun casual party games […] but Melee is an 

accidental masterpiece” 

 

Caused by this dependency for individuals involved in Smash a special mentality has 

developed. Interviewee 2, who works with different esports communities, describes his 

neutral observations like this: 

“I've never seen a scene that both hates and loves their publishers so much, but in Smash. 

And I think that, you know, ‘us against them mentality’ has really shaped the community.“ 

Due to these circumstances, they were facing some more significant challenges than other 

esports communities. It is, for example, more problematic to use third-party software or 

to customize certain features with the console. “You can’t really setup your own servers, 

so you rely on Nintendo’s servers.” (INT 7). Furthermore, different titles of the Smash 

game series were differently suited for competitive gaming, and hence accepted by the 

community. “in Smash 4, I wasn’t a fan of the ruleset […] we lost like 20 to 25% of the 

really involved players because of that” (INT 11); “[...] the game wasn’t considered that 

competitive, so the community didn’t grow that much” (INT 9). Due to this the Smash 

scene, traditionally faced challenges in attracting sponsors, as “the amount of things you 

can sell a smash player is much smaller” (INT 9) than in other esports, due to the nature 

of being a game reliant on the Nintendo consoles. Most of the Smash organizers “got 

sponsors for headsets and monitors” (INT 9), which helps to organize tournaments, but 

also demands resources from the Smash communities. Due to the lack of huge funds in 

the scene, the whole environment calls for creative solutions to make the scene grow. “A 

large part of my work as a TO has been improvising and trying to figure out how to do 

stuff with very few tools” (INT 9). So far Nintendo is barely supporting their competitive 

scene in comparison to other game developers. For instance, there is no monetary 
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contribution to the prize money, but only with hardware prizes or goodies for events. 

“they [Nintendo] supported our events with goodies with some prizes“ (INT 5), so that 

interview partners called for more monetary support for Nintendo. “I think what would 

really help the events in the future is just contributing to the prize pool like all other big 

companies do” (INT 8).  

However, Nintendo’s contributions in the latest form are positively regarded by the 

community; for example, by organizing the European Smash Circuit, they have created a 

system to interconnect stand-alone grassroot tournaments. “So just the fact there is a 

circuit makes people attend more events because they're competing for these points and 

every event that is in this circuit benefits hugely from just being in the circuit“ (INT 8); 

“We were super happy to be included in the European Smash circuit.” (INT 2). 

However, the novel character and dynamics of the industry make it difficult to attract 

partners, as established organizations face the esports industry with uncertainty. “I would 

just wish that […] adapted to the modern world. It would made it easier for tournament 

organizers or event organizers or esports people in general to like, get perks on the level 

of normal sports.” (INT 5).  

 

4.2.2.3 Dynamic esports Industry 

In terms of industry characteristics, the whole ecosystem plays an important role. Large 

esports festivals, in particular, can act as an accelerator for the more grassroots-oriented 

Smash community since large, professional esports festivals also involve grassroots 

communities in their planning: “we have built basically a network in Europe, […], where 

we’re working a lot with grassroots organizations, both to recruit admins, but also recruit 

their experience and help each other.” (INT 2). In this way, both parties can benefit from 

each other. While the major esports festival organizers have more commercial experience 

and industry knowledge, grassroots community leaders and tournament organizers enjoy 

greater community acceptance and have insider knowledge about the communities’ 

needs. Most major esports festival organizers themselves have been grassroots in the 

beginning and therefore often see it from a moral standpoint as an obligation to support 

smaller communities. “[…] but it’s also a way of just supporting this community from a 

moral standpoint of the festival, like, we come from these grassroots organizations 
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ourselves, if we don’t support these communities further, there may be won’t be a future 

scene” (INT 2). 

Apart from the influence of significant esports festivals, the emergence of streaming 

platforms leads to a paradigm shift in Smash. Streaming platforms are used in the Smash 

scene to grow the audience by streaming events online, and to attract attention through 

the presence of streaming by e.g. professional streamers. “[…] after every edition, we 

began to grow an audience on Twitch, then we had a partnership with our Twitch 

Channel” (INT 10); “a lot of people they see the events on Twitch” (INT 12). Besides, the 

streaming platforms created a further source of income for professional players who can 

make a living with Smash. However, “it's very discouraging for Smash top players 

nowadays to realize that they make more money at home streaming on Twitch than they 

do going to an event and winning” (INT 7).  

As mentioned above, the novel character and dynamics of the industry, however, make it 

difficult to attract partners, as established organizations face the esports industry with 

uncertainty. “I would just wish that […] adapted to the modern world. It would made it 

easier for tournament organizers or event organizers or esports people in general to like, 

get perks on the level of normal sports” (INT 5), so that in general an environment is 

created in which communities are still forced to convince partners in this dynamic 

industry to get their support. However, the esports industry is getting more attention and 

these developments in the environment eventually trigger the user entrepreneurship in 

Smash as Interviewee 2 revealed by saying:  

 

“I'm convinced that Smash is lucrative to sponsors, especially Ultimate, since it has sold 

incredibly well. It has hundreds of thousands of active competitive players all over the 

world. And some of the biggest tournaments that have ever been held within the Smash 

community are happening right now. You know, I think that there is a lot untapped 

potential as well. And I think if we are able to tap into the potential sponsorships, and 

then also keep working on making sure that everyone involved is continually able to 

improve their craft. Bring in the necessary people to help make our events as good as 

possible. I think that is what we need to take it all to the next level. “ 
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4.3 Connecting User-Specific and Environment-Specific Attributes 

Based on the insights gained from our interviews, we identified both user-specific and 

environment-specific characteristics as enablers of user entrepreneurial activities in the 

Smash esports ecosystem. In our process of finding meaning, it became evident that these 

attributes are partly related to each other. Our case-specific results are visualized in Figure 

4. 

 

A more in-depth analysis of the three environmental attributes that have a direct influence 

on user-specific attributes has been done. Firstly, the game itself is an important trigger 

in the environment, as by providing users with pleasure it is motivating users in the smash 

scene to further develop the product in a way that enhances their personal benefit. 

Secondly, it became evident that the cohesive and welcoming community spirit actively 

leads to the social motivation of users to engage in entrepreneurial activities, as they feel 

the need to return value to this particular community. Thirdly, the dynamic esports 

industry is an important driver for users in Smash to identify opportunities, as users often 

use similar innovative solutions from other game titles in esports and adapt them to the 

conditions of Smash to implement improvements. 

 

Apart from those connected user-specific and environment-specific attributes, this study 

identified that there are environmental specific attributes, which directly trigger user 

entrepreneurship activities. Firstly, our interviewees pointed out that the culture of 

improvisation at the grassroots level, allows users to operate in an environment that 

provides security and does not exert pressure for a high-end solution, but rather 

appreciates all improvement efforts. Secondly, it became clear that the uncertainty in 

Smash‘s ecosystem, due to Nintendo’s uncertain support, is a direct environmental factor 

that enables user entrepreneurial activities, as it triggers the need for proactive actions to 

achieve improvements. 

 

In contrast, an exclusively user-specific factor is the insider advantage that users gain as 

part of the community. This enables them to develop knowledge and skills that can lead 

to user entrepreneurial activities. 
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Figure 4: Enabling Factors for User Entrepreneurship Activities in Smash Communities 
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5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, we conclude the derived findings and the analysis of the data obtained. 

Therefore, we give a summary of contributions to fulfill our purpose to answer the 

research question. 

 

The purpose of our research is to enrich existing knowledge of the phenomenon user 

entrepreneurship and develop fruitful insights that can be used to foster user 

entrepreneurship within the esports industry as well as in other industries. For this reason, 

we generalized our case-specific results, in a way that they are not solely adaptable to the 

Smash scene but applicable for the esports industry.  

 

During the conduction of this research, an understanding of how the occurrence and 

flourishing of user entrepreneurship is dependent on the interplay between the individual 

users and their specific environment was developed. While the users contribute with their 

motivation, unique knowledge and insights to the user entrepreneurship phenomenon, the 

development of these attributes is also strongly dependent on the environment’s 

characteristics. 

 

By analyzing and evaluating the findings of our case, insights were gained that we regard 

as generally valid characteristics for the esports industry. We argue that the environment 

in which user entrepreneurs in the esports industry operate is the main influence on user 

entrepreneurial activities. The game, as the center for esports communities, is provided 

by an external party to the center and thereby part of the environment. The game itself 

actively motivates users to engage in innovative activities for personal use.  In addition, 

the esports industry provides dedicated gamers a community where they can interact with 

like-minded people and where improvements for the scene can be discussed, evaluated 

and co-created. By belonging to a community in which the users feel welcome, the user 

can also experience a social motivation to do good for the community by turning their 

ideas into concrete solutions and to act as a user entrepreneur. 

 

Furthermore, it was revealed that although our case is an extreme example of this, the 

game developer can hardly meet all the needs of players in the esports industry, so the 
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emergence of the need for proactive actions by users in this industry is likely. The esports 

industry is dynamic, with new players, parties and games being introduced at ever shorter 

intervals and trends changing rapidly (Scholz, 2019; Vera & Terrón, 2019). 

Consequently, users are faced with a continually changing environment in which they can 

identify new opportunities. Finally, the overall culture, as well as the many specific sub-

cultures within the esports industry, are influencing the behavior of users. Not only in 

Smash but overall there are often grassroots characteristics existing in this industry that 

shape behaviors of individual users as well as codes of behaviors in communities as a 

whole, which further encourages users to engage in entrepreneurial activities. 
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6. Discussion 

In this chapter, we discuss insights in the form of theoretical implications to enrich and 

validate the existing theory. Besides, we provide insights into practical implications that 

can be derived from our results. 

 

As we have stated in our problem discussion, knowledge gaps exist in both user 

entrepreneurship and esports theory. With our exploratory study, we attempt to address 

some of these identified gaps in the existing literature. Therefore, we believe that our 

findings are valuable and able to enrich user entrepreneurship and esports industry theory. 

Additionally, we believe that our findings have value in informing the practical decision 

making of producing companies as well as of entrepreneurial users and communities. 

6.1. Theoretical Implications 

Having adopted a social constructionist epistemology, we developed a user 

entrepreneurship model for the esports industry, based on the interpretations of our 

findings. Through our conclusion, we adapted our case-specific findings of enabling 

factors for user entrepreneurship to a more general figure, which presents user-specific 

attributes and environment-specific characteristics in the esports industry that can serve 

as enabling factors for user entrepreneurship activities (Figure 5). We believe these 

findings substantially enrich the existing literature of both user entrepreneurship and the 

esports industry. The implications of our studies in both areas are outlined below.  
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Figure 5: Enabling Factors for User Entrepreneurship Activities in the esports Industry 

 

6.1.1. User Entrepreneurship Theory Implications 

Existing theory about user entrepreneurship proposes that users are not primarily 

motivated by financial gains to act entrepreneurial but rather by non-monetary incentives 

like the excitement and enjoyment derived from engaging in a lifestyle that they are 

personally interested in (Oo et al., 2019; Shah & Tripsas, 2007; Stock et al., 2015). In our 

research, we also found that financial gain was not the primary motivation for the studied 

user entrepreneurs in the esports industry and, therefore, further strengthen that claim. 

Instead they derived motivation from their personal use of a product that they enjoy 

spending time with. Additionally, we enrich the existing theory with our finding that the 

belonging to a community of people with a shared interest and vision also serves as a 

strong motivating factor for the users to act entrepreneurially as they want to contribute 

to the well-being of their community. This social motivation to act as a user entrepreneur 

even has shown in our research to be the most substantial incentive for most individuals, 

and hence, we deem it an important characteristic in user entrepreneurship that should be 

highlighted more in relevant discourse.  

Previous research states that user entrepreneurs have an inherent advantage in identifying 

opportunities for entrepreneurial initiatives through the unique and inimitable knowledge 

and insights they developed through their system-of-use perspective (Shah & Tripsas, 
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2007). Our findings support this claim and further demonstrate how, especially the insider 

advantage developed through their belonging to a community of users enables them to 

identify the right opportunities and to develop suitable solutions. 

The importance of community interaction for the occurrence and quality of 

entrepreneurship has been stated by several researchers (Hargadon & Bechky, 2006; 

Hertel et al., 2003; Shah & Tripsas, 2007). We contribute to the knowledge about the role 

and importance of communities for user entrepreneurship by providing insights through 

an in-depth analysis of a specific community that enabled user entrepreneurship to occur 

and flourish. The comprehensive analysis of a particular case can provide value for both 

researchers and practitioners by delivering tangible and cohesive results of how user 

entrepreneurship occurs in a real-life context and therefore generate learning and 

understanding. 

Shah and Tripsas (2007) presume that certain industries increase the chance for user 

entrepreneurship to occur. They state that industries with a novel, dynamic and uncertain 

market, where the users have low opportunity costs and where the use of the product or 

service provides enjoyment have a positive influence on user entrepreneurship. Our 

research has focused on one industry, which is still nascent and fast-growing, and whose 

users have been described by research as over-energetic and over-enthusiastic (Scholz & 

Stein, 2017). Thus, by focusing our research on the esports industry we were able to 

support this assumption and contribute insights into user entrepreneurship’s nature under 

almost ideal industry conditions. Those insights will further be explained in the esports 

theory contribution. 

Also, interesting and valuable findings for user entrepreneurship theory are that we 

selected and studied a case of user entrepreneurship in which the producing company 

initially did not support and sometimes even opposed those initiatives. We, therefore, 

demonstrate that the support from the producing company is not a mandatory prerequisite 

for the emergence of user entrepreneurship initiatives if the presented user-specific 

attributes and environment-specific characteristics exist. However, we firmly believe that 

the producing company can still benefit indirectly from the user entrepreneurship 

initiatives. In our studied case, we assume this happened, for example, through an increase 

in the sales of Smash games due to the popularity of its user-developed esports scene. 
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Recent developments make it seem as if Nintendo eventually began to recognize and 

appreciate the value of user initiatives and became more actively involved in supporting 

the entrepreneurial activities of their user community. It will be interesting to further 

study how Nintendo’s interference will affect the occurrence and quality of user 

entrepreneurship initiatives. 

The model we developed provides a clear understanding and illustrates how user 

entrepreneurship occurs in a specific industry by visualizing the enabling factors provided 

by the users as well as their environment in the esports industry (Figure 5). It especially 

generates learnings and insights about the role of environmental factors like the industry 

characteristics or community cultures in enabling user entrepreneurship to occur and 

flourish. We expect that with enough research and insight, this model can also be adapted 

for other industries. Thereby, our model provides an important and valuable enhancement 

to Shah and Tripsas’ (2007) model of the end-user entrepreneurial process (Figure 1), by 

putting spotlight on the importance of specific environmental factors and by illustrating 

how they influence the user behavior and enable the occurrence and flourishing of user 

entrepreneurship. As knowledge about the enabling factors can be seen as a crucial 

precondition for the holistic and full understanding of the user entrepreneurship process. 

6.1.2. Esports Theory Implications 

As esports is a relatively new phenomenon, there are many research topics that are not 

yet sufficiently covered. Reitman et al. (2020) classify 26 publications as part of the 

business research discipline in their esports research literature review. However, none of 

these publications examined the phenomenon of user entrepreneurship. Through our 

study, insights have been generated that, therefore can enrich esports research. In the 

pursuit to answer our research question, we developed a general model (Figure 5), which 

distills and visualizes the user-specific and environment-specific enabling factors for user 

entrepreneurship in the esports industry. The model generalizes and simplifies the 

complexity of existing interactions involved in user entrepreneurship and enriches the 

esports theory overall.  

A priori, in the absence of earlier research, we argue that user entrepreneurship is an 

essential and underestimated aspect of the esports industry and an important driver for its 

development. As gamers spend a lot of time with the game, they build an emotional 
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connection to it and develop the desire to contribute to its improvements. Scholz and Stein 

(2017), have already pointed out that in the esports industry, in contrast to many other 

industries, user engagement is the main driving force for innovation and entrepreneurship. 

Also, this industry has been shown to be driven by the passion and dedication of the 

players in the sense of customers (Giannacco, 2015). These observations are further 

supported by our findings and demonstrated in detail in our case study, as Smash as an 

esports would not exist without the efforts of its users. At the starting point of user-driven 

esports developments, there are individuals who are passionately interested in the game 

and are looking for like-minded people to share their passion with.  

As a collective of players, gamers often organize themselves in communities 

characterized by grassroots attributes (Scholz, 2019; Taylor, 2012). In these user 

communities, they leverage and improve their abilities to discover opportunities that 

others would not recognize due to their lack of insider knowledge (Figure 5). The users’ 

entrepreneurial activities promote the growth and development of these esports 

communities, making the esports more popular amongst users. We hence argue that the 

more popular esports title gets, the more attractive it can become for other actors in the 

esports industry. For example, streamers present the game on streaming platforms, 

competitions and tournaments will be organized, and online forums will be created where 

users will discuss possible improvements for the game. Through this professionalization, 

user entrepreneurs, therefore, also start to work with already established esports 

organizations. 

Users are already considered an active and important contributor to the game 

development, for example by submitting bug reports or beta tests for certain game titles. 

It is evident that the innovative and entrepreneurial activities of users are a centerpiece of 

the development of some esports, from which the whole industry can benefit. User 

entrepreneurs have been particularly valuable in the past because they actively seek 

opportunities that were not seen or targeted by the developer themselves. Although the 

case under investigation was an extreme example of this, there are other examples in the 

esports industry where users actively promoted the development of a game into an esports 

title, and sometimes, for example in the case of Counter-Strike, video games began as a 

modification of an existing video game (Scholz, 2019). 
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Our research made it evident that the environment in the esports industry is influencing 

the user entrepreneur. Especially the industry dynamics, in which new patches, game 

modes, or even entire games are introduced nearly daily, enables opportunities for user 

entrepreneurs to arise concurrently. Even if the game developer is not actively involved 

in the early stages of user entrepreneurial activities, established esports organizations are 

often drivers for professionalization, from which they equally benefit.  

6.2 Practical Implications 

In this chapter, we discuss implications, which emerged from our findings, analysis and 

discussion, that we deem valuable for practitioners. By doing so, we also consider 

findings that go beyond our research purpose and question. 

6.2.1 Producer Firms Implications 

Every individual is a user of multiple products and services. For this reason, the 

phenomenon of user entrepreneurship can occur in any industry (Shah & Tripsas, 2007), 

and should be considered by companies. 

 

Companies need to be aware that they can benefit from user entrepreneurship activities. 

The case study we conducted provides an excellent example of that. As Smash’s 

competitive side made it more recognized and popular for example being present at multi-

game tournaments, online live-streams and on-demand video platforms, it is strongly 

assumed that it is eventually driving the number of sold game units for Nintendo. 

Therefore, we argue that companies can benefit from identifying existing user 

entrepreneurship initiatives and finding ways to contribute to their growth and 

professionalization. When choosing the right contribution approach, companies should 

consider the possible consequences. In some cases, it may be advisable to embed the 

product or service entirely in the company, while in other cases this would be 

counterproductive, as acceptance by the target group is crucial. In the underlying case, 

Nintendo seemed to have learned from their initial mistakes of forcing through their way 

of organizing tournaments and prohibiting streaming of events. Today they seem to rather 

take a supportive stance in letting the user entrepreneurs work independently with their 

support, as they rely on the existing knowledge, skills and acceptance of established 

tournament organizations. Therefore, communicating with the users and finding an 
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approach in which both parties can mutually benefit is usually the most favorable 

solution. 

 

To serve their self-interest, user entrepreneurs are adding value to existing products or 

services and are adapting the product or service motivated by their personal usage (Shah 

& Tripsas, 2007). To further develop the product or service, additional help and incentives 

are often needed and beneficial (Hertel et al., 2003), in the investigated case, for instance, 

through the creation of local communities or the organization of tournaments. To make 

this possible and in order to build local and offline interest groups, some interviewees 

stressed the importance of central communication hubs. By that means, potential user 

entrepreneurs can initially inform themselves whether their need was already tackled, or 

to discuss their problems and suggestions for improvement as well as to find like-minded 

people with whom they could further improve the product or service. The introduction of 

a central communication hub is recommended because the collective creativity of users 

with various backgrounds and skills, and access to different resources, has shown to result 

in a higher degree of novelty in the innovation process (Hargadon & Bechky, 2006). For 

this reason, a practical implication for companies to foster user entrepreneurial activities 

is the creation of a central communication hub, nowadays frequently in the form of an 

online forum, to provide potential user entrepreneurs with the possibility of a more 

efficient knowledge exchange. Furthermore, companies can also use those online forum 

posts as a source of feedback and user innovation and thereby as an open-source "R&D 

department" that critically interacts with their product or service.  

 

In addition, our research has shown that the environmental culture in which individuals 

operate can actively facilitate entrepreneurial activities by users. Enterprises willing to 

increase their user entrepreneurial activities can proactively communicate success stories 

of previous user entrepreneurial activities, or support user entrepreneurs, for example, by 

enabling them to use established distribution channels. We also consider it useful to 

organize regular meetings or consultations with their user entrepreneurs. We argue that 

the appreciation shown can positively influence user entrepreneurs’ culture, so that user 

entrepreneurial activities can occur more frequently and consequently flourish. 
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6.2.2 User Entrepreneur Implications 

During our study, we also gained valuable insights about the attributes of user 

entrepreneurs. As is known from classical entrepreneurship research, entrepreneurs can 

be characterized by some significant personality traits (Shane, 2003). Similarly, we found 

that our investigated respondents possessed specific attributes that triggered them to 

become user entrepreneurs. We strongly believe that many users of other products and 

services also possess similar attributes and could contribute with their innovativeness but, 

for some reasons, are not becoming active entrepreneurs. As we believe that those 

individuals have the potential to exert a positive influence on individual companies, the 

development of industries and the well-being of the society as a whole, we want to share 

some of the learnings that our interviewees stressed as crucial for their development as 

user entrepreneurs.  

We extracted five learnings that we observed as emergent themes throughout the different 

interviews with active user entrepreneurs. (1) As user entrepreneurs usually operate on 

nascent or unexplored fields, many actions they need to take might be considered risky 

and therefore repel other users from taking these initiatives. Thus, the willingness to 

accept risk-taking as necessary is crucial. (2) By having to take risks, also the occurrence 

of mistakes is natural in the process of user entrepreneurship. The mindset and resilience 

of being able to learn from these mistakes instead of being intimidated by them, has 

proven for our investigated user entrepreneurs to lead to further development. (3) The 

importance of community interaction has already been stressed before. User 

entrepreneurs need to be aware that they have often had the opportunity to work together 

with others and should not be afraid to do so. By working collectively with others, they 

can gain access to new knowledge, skills and resources. (4) Furthermore, also the 

possibility to work together with external partners needs to be taken into account by user 

entrepreneurs. In our study user entrepreneurs could benefit from the collaboration with 

gaming-related sponsors, other esports associations, municipalities or local bars and 

culture houses. (5) Lastly, the investigated user entrepreneurs stressed the importance of 

prioritizing in their workload and doing the right things at the right time. 
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6.2.3 User Entrepreneurship Communities Implications 

In the process of user entrepreneurship, users tend to engage in collective creative 

activities within the social context provided by user communities (Shah, 2003). Our 

interviewees are confirming this by stating that they were partly inspired and motivated 

by active community members and thus proactively support them, as they share the same 

goals and visions for improvements and have similar needs. Thus, we suggest that 

community leaders should continuously work and communicate on assuring the same 

vision among its community members. By doing so, community members are likely to 

engage in collective creative activities that can foster user entrepreneurship. These 

communities are characterized by their users’ voluntary participation, the free flow of 

information and knowledge and their low hierarchy and control structures (Shah, 2003). 

Most local smash communities work continuously to keep these qualities alive by 

providing communication channels for their community in which members can share 

their feelings and thoughts about pressing issues, give feedback and stay informed about 

the latest developments. Furthermore, local community leaders are communicating 

general topics concerning the overall scene in separate chatrooms, in which they are 

sharing relevant information for the entire scene. Also, local communities, as they are 

sharing the same vision, are cooperating in a way that they are trying not to overlap events. 

Another fascinating insight we got is that retired tournament organizers are still 

consulting newcomers with their experiences, which is another leading factor for the free 

flow of information. We, therefore, recommend communities willing to foster their user’s 

entrepreneurial potential to secure the free flow of information and low hierarchy 

structures, as we deem that this leads to an environment in which individuals dare to seek 

and drive appearing entrepreneurial opportunities. 

 

A social structure based on community and a reliable identification with these groups, 

motivates users to cooperate and exchange ideas and resources in these networks (Hertel 

et al., 2003). This is probably the strongest driving force for developments in Smash, 

since the social motivation of user entrepreneurs to contribute to the growth of the 

communities and thus the scene as a whole, are motivated by social motives, as the 

entrepreneurial outcome of the users in the underlying case is by nature mainly social 

gatherings. Hence, communities should work on maintaining an atmosphere of harmony 
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and enable the possibility of constructive discourse for members in the community, as 

these triggers user entrepreneurial activities. 

 

Access to these communities is a unique resource for the user entrepreneur, based on 

mutual trust, and it is difficult for an outsider to reach (Hargadon & Bechky, 2006; Shah 

& Tripsas, 2007). This was observed in the underlying case where events would not be 

accepted by outsiders of the community. It was also found to be relevant to have 

knowledge of the game, otherwise tournament participants would not accept the 

organizer. Having a community built on mutual trust by providing access to unique 

resources between community members can therefore result in user entrepreneurial 

activities. 
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7 Limitations and Delimitations of the Study 

This chapter acknowledges limitations and delimitations of our research. 

 

In the pursuit to provide full clarity, transparency and authenticity for our research, we 

also acknowledge the limitations we faced in the conduction of our study as well as 

elaborate on the delimitations we deemed to be necessary. 

 

Firstly, an obvious limitation we face is that through the selection of only one in-depth 

case study, we cannot provide enough insights into the phenomenon of user 

entrepreneurship in the esports industry to make generally applicable assumptions for the 

whole esports industry, which is diverse in its nature. Therefore, we do not intend to 

provide universally valid knowledge but rather aim with our findings to provide general 

understanding and learnings of how user entrepreneurship can occur and flourish in the 

esports industry.  

 

Secondly, it would have been valuable to conduct a longitudinal case study to observe the 

developments in the individuals as well as the scene as a whole over time, but that was 

not possible due to given limitations in terms of time. Instead, we conducted interviews 

at one point in time while also trying to gather reflective answers about developments in 

the scene which happened a few years ago. Hence, we relied on the subjective memory 

of our interview partners, and some of those might not be completely accurate.  

 

Thirdly, the current situation obligated us with limitations in terms of social contact. All 

interviews, therefore, had to be conducted remotely through digital means. Also, field-

visits of communities and tournaments which were planned and would have been 

provided valuable insights into the scene had to be canceled. 

 

Fourthly, it would have been fruitful for a universal academic viewpoint to back up our 

findings with the motivation and experiences of the publishing company Nintendo as 

well. However, we contacted a suitable manager of Nintendo Europe and had to face the 

limitation that Nintendo’s company policy is to not offer support for external studies such 

as ours. Nevertheless, as we want to set our focus rather on the user side and perspective 
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of this phenomenon, we believe that this will only influence the fullness of our results but 

not their quality.  

 

Fifthly, we faced the limitation that some of our research findings have not been permitted 

to be included in the thesis due to confidentiality clauses of our interview partners about 

details of partnerships and future developments with Nintendo.  

 

Finally, by choosing the specific case of Smash as the basis of our research, we have also 

made some conscious decisions regarding delimitations in order to achieve the most 

valuable and concise results possible with our available time, resources and network. First 

and foremost, within this academic paper, we do not take the global Smash community 

into account as this would produce a multitude of results that are difficult to generalize. 

Due to our location in Europe and due to the existence of a valuable European network 

that we can tap into, we have focused our research on the European smash community. 

One other reason for the choice of the European Smash community is the recent 

establishment of the “Super Smash Bros. Ultimate European Circuit” that represents an 

interesting development for the European scene (Hayward, 2019). Furthermore, as the 

interviews were conducted with recently important and active members of the Smash 

community, some were not involved in the whole development of the scene over years. 

This is a limiting factor we took into account to be able to produce contemporary results.  
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8 Future Research Recommendations 

At the end of our thesis, we point out directions for future research that should be carried 

out in order to reach further insights regarding the applicability of our results. 

 

Although the results of our study have contributed to expanding the state of knowledge 

about user entrepreneurship and the esports industry, there are still some gaps in the 

current state of research. Following the conclusion of our findings, the theoretical and 

practical implications, as well as the limitations of our study, the final chapter of our 

thesis, therefore, provides impulses for possible future inquiries that we deem to deserve 

further attention of research.  

 

First, as pointed out in the limitations of our study, we were not able to include the 

perspective of the publishing company based on primary data, due to their company 

policy. Therefore, we believe that further studies that are able to develop findings based 

on the actions, motivations and opinions of companies that are faced with the occurrence 

of user entrepreneurship would provide valuable insights and thereby contribute to the 

further understanding of the phenomenon. 

 

While we believe in the value of qualitative research for the development of a general 

understanding of user entrepreneurship, we also consider it valuable to conduct 

quantitative research on this phenomenon. For user innovation, positive effects on 

companies, industries and society have already been studied by research and have been 

validated (de Jong, 2016; Schweisfurth, 2017). Throughout the conduction of our 

research, we have built a firm conviction that companies can also significantly benefit 

from the emergence of user entrepreneurship. Therefore, we believe it could be more 

convincing for producer firms to follow our practical implications if user 

entrepreneurship is beneficial in measurable values. Examples for measurable values 

could be brand awareness or an increase of sales in existing products in a quantitative 

study.  

 

As we conducted a single case study, we built only insights into Smash’s community and 

users and observed that they are passionate and innovative. We deem additional multiple 
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case studies in the esports industry as interesting and valuable to study if communities 

and users of different games differ in terms of their innovativeness. Thereby, it would be 

interesting to research if certain types of games attract users that are demonstrating a 

higher degree of innovativeness and which characteristics of games cause this. 
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Appendix 2 – Selected Online Forum Narratives 

“I joined the smash community because well, I love to play smash! 

My friend group did not have anyone who liked it as much as I did. I always beat all of 

them and they did not like playing with me anymore. 

Almost two years ago I joined the Esports association at my university and became the 

chairman of it this year. I found a lot of people that liked to play smash and with the 

release of ultimate, everyone was eager to play. That day Ultimate came out was just so 

awesome! We have also collaborated with the local smash people to host some 

tournaments and such. 

Most people are very welcoming. Some of course are a bit elitist or cocky, but nothing 

too much. The scene I’ve interacted with is mostly the local one, I live in the east of the 

Netherlands, and the interaction has been very positive.” – OFP 1 

“I've been into smash for the past 15 years and ever since smash 4 came out I’m hooked, 

I love playing smash and is now my favorite franchise in the world, ever since ultimate 

I’ve also been seeing the competitive scene and there's so much to follow! even one of 

my mario maker 2 levels appeared on a video of a popular smash tuber called Alpharad, 

I’ve never been in a tournament IRL but would love to see/play one someday, I live in 

Spain and the community is mixed, we have great players who just want to have some 

fun a lot of the time and are actually really cool! but then there's the other part of the 

community dissing you because you did something accidentally, you get t-bagged all the 

time etc. 1/3 of the people in Europe are actually really good people but the other half is 

downright aggravating they make fun of you a lot I love smash but ever since the 

quarantine a lot of players who like smash have been playing a lot more of the game and 

are getting better and now the gsp system is broken on lower gsp points and I can't reach 

elite smash but I try hard day and night to fight but there's a lot of blocks in the path. this 

is just my experience btw and everyone is different.” – OFP 2 

“On the topic of why I joined the smash community and what my impression of the 

community is: So, I've been around for a long while, I started competing in online events 

with the dawn of online smash around 2008, having been a casual SSBM player before 

that. Then I was almost exclusively an online player until early 2016, when a group started 
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hosting offline events for Smash 4, the at the time newest installation in the smash series, 

in my city. After having been a pretty anonymous presence in the online community for 

almost a decade, I was motivated to join the offline scene due to my passion for the series 

and my will to compete. I quickly discovered the many perks of the offline scene, i.e. 

making new friends that share a key interest of mine (up until this point smash had been 

a constant presence in my life for several years, but not an interest I shared with friends), 

travelling to tournaments, and more. So, to a certain degree you could say I came for the 

game, but I stayed for the community. My impression of the community today, after 

having been central part of my local scene for some years, is overall still very positive. 

The community is typically open, welcoming and friendly. There are certainly issues in 

the community, and I have some gripes with developments at several layers of the 

community (local, national and global), but in general we are good at sorting such issues 

out. I can't say I'm very familiar with other gaming communities, but my impression is 

that the smash community is one of the friendlier and more open ones, for sure. And this 

goes especially for the offline scenes. Oh and I was active in the Smash 4 scene from 

2016-2018 and have been sporadically active in the Ultimate scene since its release.” – 

OFP 3 

“ So it all started with me playing Brawl as a kid, I really really loved the game and 

enjoyed playing it with all my friends and such, internet was not really an option for me 

at the time so I didn’t know there was stuff like smash bros tournaments or the smash 

dojo. So, I just continued to play the game. Then I saw a trailer for Smash 4 at E3 and I 

was immediately hyped, and my friend and I was excited about it and always watched the 

character reveals and directs and such. We played it for hours and hours every single day 

and never stopped having fun with it. But then there was at one point where I decided to 

get Twitter and Discord and all of those social media apps, and that’s where I saw that 

there were even more people excited about the game and not just me, (at the time most of 

my friends and basically everyone else I knew, except for my best friend, preferred to 

play on PlayStation consoles and such.) So, I basically just joined a bunch of discords and 

started chatting with people who enjoyed the game, I had very fun and all, then they said 

to me one day “Hey, you are really good at this game, you should go to tournaments.” 

And I responded “There are tournaments for this game?”. And that’s basically how I 

started joining tons of smash discords that did online tournaments because I was too shy 
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and afraid of locals (and frankly didn’t know that they existed in Sweden). So I joined 

some online tournaments and crew battles, but I quickly felt that I wasn’t doing well 

enough, I always kept losing and I didn’t know why. 

So I just stopped playing in those tournaments basically, I stuck to playing For Glory or 

in YouTube streamers smash streams cause they were at least fun and I enjoyed the game. 

Yet again I was told “Hey man, you keep beating us every time and you are playing so 

well on 3DS, how are you doing it?”. So that basically gave me even more courage about 

the game. But at that time Smash Ultimate was just around the corner and was getting 

announced next year so I just stopped and waited for that. Then Smash Ultimate comes 

out, I’m extremely hyped for the game as always, all the new characters and modes always 

made me happy to play them. So the first thing I started doing was to unlock my smash 4 

main and play them immediately to get a feel for the game, and that character was Ryu. 

And if I played Ryu then obviously I had to play Ken as well. So I played them for the 

first 2-3 months and basically just felt out the game. Then I came at a stop with the game, 

after completing all of the story mode, unlocking all costumes and songs and getting all 

the spirits. I wanted to try and go to tournaments again since I reminded myself that that’s 

what I wanted to do. So I played in some small tournaments, thought it was fun, I was 

always getting 3rd or 4th out of 60 and such. But I still didn’t feel like I quite knew how 

to play Ryu and Ken effectively, so I searched “How do I become good with a specific 

character in Smash Ultimate?” 

And what I found was something I never knew: I never knew that there were specific 

character discords for each character, so I joined the Ryu/Ken discord immediately, and 

from like March 2019 up until now, I have been blessed with new tech about the 

characters and they have made me kept playing these characters for all this time, everyone 

said that they were low tier characters and that they have nothing going for them, no one 

was playing the characters in tournaments. But all of a sudden they got buffed in patch 

3.1.0 I believe it was and the characters sky rocketed and everyone thought they were 

amazing at that point but still quite not the best of high tier or maybe not even in top tier. 

But then I basically just kept playing the game and enjoying it by using my favorite 

characters, kept going to online tournaments. But one thing that was annoying was that 

the tournaments were always timed for North American players so it almost always 

lagged and I had to stay up all the way to 3am in the morning just to play in a tournament, 
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which obviously wasn’t healthy for a kid like me. So I decided to join the Swedish Smash 

Discord and asked if they had any locals near where I lived, and after some “controversy” 

I finally managed to go to one. And I just played the game, finally playing the game with 

other people that sit right next to me. It was a whole new experience to me and I couldn’t 

stop. It was just amazing, I didn’t really do any well in the main tournament due to some 

technical difficulties but I still really enjoyed it. And up until that point I’ve accepted that 

I wanna play this franchise forever and get good at it. 

What is your general impression of the Smash Community? Well from what I’ve seen, I 

see that a lot of people online, like on twitter and such, are actively joking and hating on 

the game constantly. And honestly I can’t blame them since there are a lot of flaws about 

the game that I myself can see, but generally it’s just small things that add up to be 

something big that people actively complain about as I said. This is a little disheartening 

to see because I really enjoy the game and I know that a lot of competitive top players 

and even casual players do as well. The most recent topic has been about smash ultimate’s 

online system and online tournaments, and I can agree that the online in smash ultimate 

in general isn’t really that great and that it could be improved upon. But I still think that 

the community itself should take things more seriously because it’s getting kinda out of 

hand if I’m gonna be honest and I don’t like seeing it that way. I’m not sure if all this 

commotion happened because of the recent pandemic in the world right now, making 

people feel very strange and unfamiliar. The fact that local tournaments aren’t happening 

as of now and probably won’t open again until the beginning of summer. It’s still cool to 

see that top players join online tournaments in order to still keep playing the game 

competitively and such, but what I hate to see is if a top player just loses to someone 

random online then they get a lot of shit. The fact that I have only gone to one local also 

makes so that I haven’t experienced quite enough how it feels to play in offline 

environments and such. 

Despite all of this, I still see that there are a ton of passionate players in the community, 

those who actively researches character tech and frame data should get a lot of credit for 

pushing the meta as far as it has come now, and also the top players showing all of this 

good knowledge coming in use and making very exciting matches to watch for the 

spectators. I feel like the smash community is very different from any other community 

because we all share the passion of playing this game and the fact that it’s balanced just 
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shows how one player just goes to a local and all of a sudden makes a mid tier character 

look amazing and it’s always that sort of thrill that I like in this game compared to other 

fighting games. They lack this huge and diverse roster that just keeps on giving and also 

expanding with each DLC character coming out. So in conclusion, I’d say that the smash 

community can be very weird at first if you just look at it with one eye. But once you start 

getting more interested in it, it doesn’t fail to give. So I’m glad I chose the smash bros 

community over other fighting game communities.” – OFP 4 

“For me, smash is a game I fell in love with a long time ago, a competitive sport and 

environment that I really enjoy and also, of course, a community of like-minded people 

with a common interest. In all of these ways, smash took the place in my life that football 

had occupied before i quit the sport as I moved from Stockholm to Skåne at 16 years old 

(in 2014, that is). I initially didn't join the smash community because of the community 

itself. Instead, I fell in love with the game many years ago and in 2015 I learned that there 

was a competitive scene with tournaments and a real esport, which had me instantly 

hooked. When I found out there was a tournament in my city, Lund, in early 2016 I was 

very exited to compete and see what my region had to offer skill-wise. It turned out that 

not only was my local smash community a competitive environment of people who like 

the game and competing in it, but also a group of friendly and very welcoming people 

who included me into their group. The friends (and rivals) were as good of a reason as 

the game and competition to stay in the community. This has been the same for every 

other new player that has come to the events too, and I personally try to give new people 

the same warm welcome that I received myself. I am still very close friends with the 

regulars in the Skåne smash scene, even after I moved back to Stockholm last year. Not 

too long went before my interest in my local scene expanded as I learned of and started 

talking to players of other cities in Sweden. This gave an increased sense of a large 

community - even separate cities communicated with each other about the game that we 

all like so much, and I formed friendship with people from parts of the country I've never 

even been to. You can break down the "smash community" into separate regions: The 

world, continents, countries and cities (or local regions). 

Generally, this is the view I believe most "smashers" have of the community - sharing a 

love for something with other people will easily results in strong bonds. Local regions 

will "invade" other cities in tournaments and so, which also strengthens the bonds 
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between regions. An example of this is how the most active Skåne players have traveled 

to Gothenburg a number of times to play in their tournaments, and the Gothenburg players 

have done the same in Skåne as response. The few negative aspects of the super smash 

bros community are: It is obviously male-dominated, with female smash players sadly 

being uncommon. Not to say that the smash community specifically is catered towards 

men - it is a common theme in video games and esports as a whole, which obviously has 

bigger underlying problems behind it. There has been women who have expressed their 

discomfort at tournaments, which is also understandable when more than 90% of the 

attendees are guys. That being said, the community for the most part is very inclusive of 

people regardless of gender, race, age or anything of the sort. There are all kinds of people 

in the scene, and what matters is their qualities as an individual and interest in the game. 

On online platforms, mainly Twitter, Youtube, Reddit and Twitch.tv, things can get 

messy too. In these places, the social aspect of the game is often lost and people will 

throw negative comments about players of certain in-game characters, playstyles or even 

individual well known players around when they feel that these people don't play the 

game in the way it "should" be played. There sometimes also is heated debate between 

"casual" and "competitive" smash players, and between players of different entries of the 

game series arguing about the "best game". Also, as in any kind of community, there is 

drama between big personalities sometimes. The positives far outweigh the negatives, 

and as a whole, in conclusion, I couldn't be happier that I joined the smash community.” 

– OFP 5 
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